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Why read?!
The Sense of an Ending!
Julian Barnes!
!
!
We knew from our reading of great literature that Love involved Suffering, and 
would happily have got in some practice at Suffering if there was an implicit, 
perhaps even logical, promise that Love might be on its way.!
!
This was another of our fears: that Life wouldn’t turn out to be like Literature. 
Look at our parents – were they the stuff of Literature? At best, they might aspire 
to the condition of onlookers and bystanders, part of a social backdrop against 
which real, true, important things could happen. Like what? The things Literature 
was all about: love, sex, morality, friendship, happiness, suffering, betrayal, 
adultery, good and evil, heroes and villains, guilt and innocence, ambition, power, 
justice, revolution, war, fathers and sons, mothers and daughters, the individual 
against society, success and failure, murder, suicide, death, God. And barn owls. Of 
course, there were other sorts of literature – theoretical, self-referential, 
lachrymosely autobiographical – but they were just dry wanks. Real literature was 
about psychological, emotional and social truth as demonstrated by the actions 
and reflections of its protagonists; the novel was about character developed over time.!
!
Does character develop over time? In novels, of course it does: otherwise there 
wouldn’t be much of a story. But in life? I sometimes wonder. Our attitudes and 
opinions change, we develop new habits and eccentricities; but that’s something 
different, more like decoration. Perhaps character resembles intelligence, except 
that character peaks a little later: between twenty and thirty, say. And after that, 
we’re just stuck with what we’ve got. We’re on our own. If so, that would explain a 
lot of lives, wouldn’t it? And also – if this isn’t too grand a word – our tragedy.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
think 
Why do we read? Why do you read? What does a novel offer that life doesn’t seem to? 
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Why read?!
Flaubert’s Parrot 
Julian Barnes!
!
!
Ellen. My wife: someone I feel I understand less well than a foreign writer dead for 
a hundred years. Is this an aberration, or is it normal? Books say: she did this 
because. Life says: she did this. !
!
Books are where things are explained to you; life is where things aren’t. !
!
I’m not surprised some people prefer books. Books make sense of life. The 
only problem is that the lives they make sense of are other people’s lives, never 
your own.!
!
(…)!
!
It has become clear to the examiners in recent years that candidates are finding it 
increasingly difficult to distinguish between Art and Life. Everyone claims to 
understand the difference, but perceptions vary greatly. For some, Life is rich and 
creamy, made according to an old peasant recipe from nothing but natural 
products, whilst Art is a pallid commercial confection, consisting mainly of 
artificial colourings and flavourings. For others, Art is the truer thing, full, 
bustling and emotionally satisfying, while Life is worse than the poorest novel: 
devoid of narrative, people by bores and rogues, short on wit, long on unpleasant 
incidents and leading a painfully predictable denouement. Adherents of the latter 
view tend to cite Logan Pearsall Smith: ‘People say that life is the thing; but I prefer 
reading.’!
!
!
!
!
!
In the second paragraph, Barnes is imitating the style of an examiners’ report—the kind we teachers get after the 
release of ‘A’ level results—commenting on the students’ understanding.!!
think 
Does art imitate life? Or does life imitate art? Which do you prefer: life or reading? 
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Setting and imagery!
The Shadow of the Wind!
Carlos Ruiz Zafón!
!
!
A reef of clouds and lightning raced across the skies from the sea. I should 
have run to take shelter from the approaching downpour, but the man's words 
were beginning to sink in. My hands were shaking, and my mind wasn't far behind. 
I looked up and saw the storm spilling like rivers of blackened blood from the 
clouds, blotting out the moon and covering the roofs of the city in darkness. I 
tried to speed up, but I was consumed with fear and walked with leaden feet, 
chased by the rain. I took refuge under the canopy of a newspaper kiosk, trying to 
collect my thoughts and decide what to do next. A clap of thunder roared close by, 
and I felt the ground shake under my feet. A few seconds later, the weak current of 
the lighting system, which lit up the shapes of buildings and windows, faded away. 
On the flooding pavements the streetlamps blinked, then went out like candles 
snuffed by the wind. There wasn't a soul to be seen in the streets, and the 
darkness of the blackout spread with a fetid smell that rose from the sewers. The 
night became opaque, impenetrable, as the rain folded the city in its shroud.!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
1. How is the choice of words used to describe the storm different from the words used to 

describe the narrator’s feelings and mental state? What is the significance of that contrast?!
2. Pay close attention to the types of imagery used to describe the setting. How does each 

image convey the narrator’s emotions?
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Setting and imagery!
The Age of Innocence 
Edith Wharton!
!
!
The young man, as he followed his wife into the hall, was conscious of a curious 
reversal of mood. There was something about the luxury of the Welland house 
and the density of the Welland atmosphere, so charged with minute observances 
and exactions, that always stole into his system like a narcotic. The heavy carpets, 
the watchful servants, the perpetually reminding tick of disciplined clocks, the 
perpetually renewed stack of cards and invitations on the hall table, the whole 
chain of tyrannical trifles binding one hour to the next, and each member of the 
household to all the others, made any less systemized and affluent existence seem 
unreal and precarious. But now it was the Welland house, and the life he was 
expected to lead in it, that had become unreal and irrelevant, and the brief scene on 
the shore, when he had stood irresolute, halfway down the bank, was as close to 
him as the blood in his veins. (Ch 21, 179)!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
1. Pay attention to the words (adjectives, verbs and adverbs) that describe the Welland 

house. How would you describe the mood or atmosphere? !
2. What is the significance of the author’s repeated use of the word “perpetually”? What 

does this suggest about the young man, Newland Archer’s feelings?!
3. Comment on how the metaphor, ‘the whole chain of tyrannical trifles binding one hour to 

the next’, suggests that the life that Newland Archer was expected to lead was ‘unreal and 
irrelevant’?
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Diction and syntax!
The Metamorphosis 
Franz Kafka!
!
!
1.!
As Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from uneasy dreams he found himself 
transformed into a gigantic insect in his bed.!
!
2.!
When Gregor Samsa woke up one morning from unsettling dreams, he found 
himself changed in his bed into a monstrous cockroach.!
!
3.!
When Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from troubled dreams, he found himself 
transformed into a horrible vermin.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
In this famous short story by Franz Kafka, Gregor Samsa is transformed into a human-size 
cockroach and is subsequently rejected by his own family. The different translators of the 
German original have decided to use different nouns (i.e. thing words) and adjectives (i.e. 
descriptive words) to describe Samsa’s new state.!!
1. What is the effect of each of these descriptions (in bold)? How does the reader feel?!
2. Discuss the differences in effect between: (i) ‘changed’ and ‘transformed’; (ii) ‘uneasy’,  

‘unsettling’ and ‘troubled’?!
3. Does the position of the words ‘in his bed’ in the sentence affect our attitude towards 

Gregor Samsa in any way?!
4. Read the name, ‘Gregor Samsa’ aloud. Is there anything interesting about the sound of the 

name? What is the effect on the reader? How is the image of Gregor Samsa as a cockroach 
enhanced by these sounds?
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Diction and syntax!
The Age of Innocence 
Edith Wharton!
!
Newland Archer, following Lefferts's glance, saw with surprise that his 
exclamation had been occasioned by the entry of a new figure into old Mrs. 
Mingott's box. It was that of a slim young woman, a little less tall than May 
Welland, with brown hair growing in close curls about her temples and held in 
place by a narrow band of diamonds. The suggestion of this headdress, which 
gave her what was then called a “Josephine look,” was carried out in the cut of 
the dark blue velvet gown rather theatrically caught up under her bosom by a 
girdle with a large old-fashioned clasp. The wearer of this unusual dress, who 
seemed quite unconscious of the attention it was attracting, stood a moment in 
the centre of the box, discussing with Mrs. Welland the propriety of taking the 
latter's place in the front right-hand corner; then she yielded with a slight smile, 
and seated herself in line with Mrs. Welland's sister-in-law, Mrs. Lovell Mingott, 
who was installed in the opposite corner (Ch 1, p7-8).!
!
“I'm afraid Ellen's ideas are not at all like ours. She was barely eighteen when 
Medora Manson took her back to Europe—you remember the excitement when 
she appeared in black at her coming-out ball? Another of Medora's fads—really 
this time it was almost prophetic! That must have been at least twelve years ago; 
and since then Ellen has never been to America. No wonder she is completely 
Europeanised.” (Ch 15, p118)!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
The concept of otherness or ‘strangeness’ that we associate with the monstrous Gregor 
Samsa can also be found in Wharton’s presentation of Ellen Olenska.!!
1. What aspect of Ellen Olenska is first described here? What is the effect of this 

description of Ellen Olenska?!
2. Compare the name Ellen Olenska to May Welland. What do you associate with the two 

names and how are these associations different?!
3. Ellen is referred to as ‘poor Ellen’, ‘Ellen Mingott’, ‘Ellen Olenska’ and ‘the Countess 

Olenska’ in the novel. Identify which aspects of Ellen Olenska might make her appear 
‘strange’ in the world of Old New York. 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Narrative perspective!
A Room with a View!
E. M. Forster!
!
It is obvious enough for the reader to conclude, “She loves young Emerson.” A 
reader in Lucy's place would not find it obvious. Life is easy to chronicle, but 
bewildering to practice, and we welcome "nerves" or any other shibboleth that will 
cloak our personal desire. She loved Cecil; George made her nervous; will the 
reader explain to her that the phrases should have been reversed? !
!
!
!
Jane Eyre 
Charlotte Brontë!
!
In listening, I sobbed convulsively; for I could repress what I endured no longer; I was 
obliged to yield, and I was shaken from head to foot with acute distress.  When I 
did speak, it was only to express an impetuous wish that I had never been born, or 
never come to Thornfield. The vehemence of emotion, stirred by grief and love 
within me, was claiming mastery, and struggling for full sway, and asserting a right 
to predominate, to overcome, to live, rise, and reign at last: yes,—and to speak. !
!
“I tell you I must go!” I retorted, roused to something like passion. “Do you think 
I can stay to become nothing to you? Do you think I am an automaton?—a 
machine without feelings? and can bear to have my morsel of bread snatched from 
my lips, and my drop of living water dashed from my cup? Do you think, because I 
am poor, obscure, plain, and little, I am soulless and heartless?”!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
The narrator is fundamental to narrative fiction. Narrators can be first-person (told by an 
“I”) or third-person, omniscient (all-seeing), intrusive (judging and commenting on the 
characters), limited (in knowledge) and sometimes unreliable.!!
1. What kind of narrator does Forster employ? How would you describe the tone here?!
2. What are some of the effects in Brontë’s first-person narration? Do you identify and 

sympathise with the narrator? If yes, why? If no, why not?  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Narrative perspective!
The Age of Innocence 
Edith Wharton!
!
!
Mr. Jackson, if perfection had been attainable on earth, would also have asked that Mrs. 
Archer's food should be a little better. But then New York, as far back as the mind 
of man could travel, had been divided into the two great fundamental groups of 
the Mingotts and Mansons and all their clan, who cared about eating and 
clothes and money, and the Archer-Newland-van-der-Luyden tribe, who were 
devoted to travel, horticulture and the best fiction, and looked down on the 
grosser forms of pleasure. !
!
You couldn't have everything, after all. If you dined with the Lovell Mingotts you 
got canvas-back and terrapin and vintage wines; at Adeline Archer's you could talk 
about Alpine scenery and “The Marble Faun”; and luckily the Archer Madeira had 
gone round the Cape. Therefore when a friendly summons came from Mrs. 
Archer, Mr. Jackson, who was a true eclectic, would usually say to his sister: “I've 
been a little gouty since my last dinner at the Lovell Mingotts'—it will do me good 
to diet at Adeline's.” (Ch 5, p27)!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
1. Read the first sentence aloud, paying attention to the italicised and underlined phrases. 

How would you describe the narrator’s tone (attitude) towards Mrs. Archer? !
2. From the second paragraph, who is the narrator actually addressing? Why might the 

writer employ this particular point of view?!
3. How would you describe Wharton’s narrator overall? Is the voice of the narrator warm / 

cold, personal / distant, sincere / self-righteous?  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The interior voice!
The Age of Innocence 
Edith Wharton!
!
!

She made no answer. Her lips trembled into a smile, but the eyes remained 
distant and serious, as if bent on some ineffable vision. "Dear," Archer whispered, 
pressing her to him: it was borne in on him that the first hours of being engaged, 
even if spent in a ball-room, had in them something grave and sacramental. What 
a new life it was going to be, with this whiteness, radiance, goodness at one's side! !

The dance over, the two, as became an affianced couple, wandered into the 
conservatory; and sitting behind a tall screen of tree-ferns and camellias Newland 
pressed her gloved hand to his lips. !

"You see I did as you asked me to," she said. !
"Yes: I couldn't wait," he answered smiling. After a moment he added: "Only I 

wish it hadn't had to be at a ball." !
"Yes, I know." She met his glance comprehendingly. "But after all—even here 

we're alone together, aren't we?" !
"Oh, dearest—always!" Archer cried. !
Evidently she was always going to understand; she was always going to say the 

right thing. The discovery made the cup of his bliss overflow, and he went on gaily: 
"The worst of it is that I want to kiss you and I can't." As he spoke he took a swift 
glance about the conservatory, assured himself of their momentary privacy, and 
catching her to him laid a fugitive pressure on her lips. To counteract the audacity 
of this proceeding he led her to a bamboo sofa in a less secluded part of the 
conservatory, and sitting down beside her broke a lily-of-the-valley from her 
bouquet. She sat silent, and the world lay like a sunlit valley at their feet. (Ch 3, 
p20)!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
1. How do you think the ‘she’ in this passage is related to Newland Archer?!
2. How many voices or perspectives can you identify from this passage?!
3. Read the underlined sentences closely. Who do you think is speaking? Whose thoughts 

are being communicated through these lines?!
4. What do the actions and thoughts presented in the final paragraph suggest about the 

society in which the novel is set?  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Practice!
The Passion 
Jeanette Winterson!
!

This was her story.!
I have always been a gambler. It’s a skill that comes naturally to me like 

thieving and loving. What I didn’t know by instinct I picked up from working the 
Casino, from watching others play and learning what it is that people value and 
therefore what it is they will risk. I learned how to put a challenge in such a way as 
to make it irresistible. We gamble with the hope of winning. But it’s the thought 
of what we might lose that excites us.!

How you play is a temperamental thing; cards, dice, dominoes, jacks, such 
preferences are frills merely. All gamblers sweat. I come from the city of chances, 
where everything is possible but where everything has a price. In this city great 
fortunes are won and lost overnight. It has always been so. Ships that carry silk 
and spices sink, the servant betrays the master, the secret is out and the bell tolls 
another accidental death. But penniless adventurers have always been welcome 
here too, they are good luck and very often their good luck rubs off on themselves. 
Some who come on foot leave on horseback and others who trumpeted their 
estate beg on the Rialto. It has always been so.!

The astute gambler always keeps something back, something to play with 
another time; a pocket watch, a hunting dog. But the Devil’s gambler keeps back 
something precious, something to gamble with only once in a lifetime. Behind the 
secret panel he keeps it, the valuable, fabulous thing that no one suspects he has.!

I knew a man like that; not a drunkard sniffing after every wager nor an addict 
stripping the clothes off his back rather than go home. A thoughtful man who they 
say had trade with gold and death. He lost heavily, as gamblers do; he won 
surprisingly, as gamblers do, but he never showed much emotion, never led me to 
suspect that much important was at stake. A hobbyist, I thought, dismissing him. 
You see, I like passion, I like to be among the desperate.!

I was wrong to dismiss him. He was waiting for the wager that would seduce 
him into risking what he valued. He was a true gambler, he was prepared to risk 
the valuable, fabulous thing but not for a dog or a cock or the casual dice.!

On a quiet evening, when the tables were half empty and the domino sets lay 
in their boxes, he was there, wandering, fluttering, drinking and flirting.!

I was bored.!
Then a man came into the room, not one of our regulars, not one any of us 

knew, and after a few half-hearted games of chance he spied this figure and 
engaged him in conversation. They talked for upwards of half an hour and so 
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intently that we thought they must be old friends and lost our curiosity in the 
assumption of habit. But the rich man with his strangely bowed companion by his 
side asked leave to make an announcement, a most remarkable wager, and we 
cleared the central floor and let him speak.!

It seemed that his companion, this stranger, had come from the wastes of the 
Levant, where exotic lizards breed and all is unusual. In his country, no man 
bothered with paltry fortunes at the gaming table, they played for higher stakes.!

A life.!
The wager was a life. The winner should take the life of the loser in 

whatsoever way he chose. However slowly he chose, with whatever instruments he 
chose. What was certain was that only one life would be spared.!

Our rich friend was clearly excited. His eyes looked past the faces and tables 
of the gaming room into a space we could not inhabit; into the space of pain and 
loss. What could it matter to him that he might lose fortunes?!

He had fortunes to lose.!
What could it matter to him that he might lose mistresses?!
There are women enough.!
What would it matter to him that he might lose his life?!
He had one life. He cherished it.!
There were those that night who begged him not to go on with it, who saw a 

sinister aspect in this unknown old man, who were perhaps afraid of being made 
the same offer and of refusing. What you risk reveals what you value.!

These were the terms.!
A game of three.!
The first, the roulette, where only fate is queen.!
The second, the cards, where skill has some part.!
The third, the dominoes, where skill is paramount and chance is there in 

disguise.!
Will she wear your colours?!
This is the city of disguises.!
!
!

QUESTIONS 
1. Winterson’s style of writing in the above extract displays many one-line paragraphs 

delivered in short-declaratives. Comment on the use of this style and what its effects are. !
2. How does Winterson’s use of imagery suggest about the theme(s) in the passage?!
3. How can the title “The Passion” be employed to discuss the narrator’s concept of 

gambling as a metaphor for life?
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Practice!
The Metamorphosis 
Franz Kafka!
!

One morning, when Gregor Samsa woke from troubled dreams, he found himself 
transformed in his bed into a horrible vermin. He lay on his armour-like back, and 
if he lifted his head a little he could see his brown belly, slightly domed and divided 
by arches into stiff sections. The bedding was hardly able to cover it and seemed 
ready to slide off any moment. His many legs, pitifully thin compared with the size 
of the rest of him, waved about helplessly as he looked.!
!
“What’s happened to me?” he thought. It wasn’t a dream. His room, a proper 
human room although a little too small, lay peacefully between its four familiar 
walls. A collection of textile samples lay spread out on the table — Samsa was a 
travelling salesman — and above it there hung a picture that he had recently cut 
out of an illustrated magazine and housed in a nice, gilded frame. It showed a lady 
fitted out with a fur hat and fur boa who sat upright, raising a heavy fur muff that 
covered the whole of her lower arm towards the viewer.!
!
Gregor then turned to look out the window at the dull weather. Drops of rain 
could be heard hitting the pane, which made him feel quite sad. “How about if I 
sleep a little bit longer and forget all this nonsense,” he thought, but that was 
something he was unable to do because he was used to sleeping on his right, and in 
his present state couldn’t get into that position. However hard he threw himself 
onto his right, he always rolled back to where he was. He must have tried it a 
hundred times, shut his eyes so that he wouldn’t have to look at the floundering 
legs, and only stopped when he began to feel a mild, dull pain there that he had 
never felt before.!
!
“Oh, God,” he thought, “what a strenuous career it is that I’ve chosen! Travelling 
day in and day out. Doing business like this takes much more effort than doing 
your own business at home, and on top of that there’s the curse of travelling, 
worries about making train connections, bad and irregular food, contact with 
different people all the time so that you can never get to know anyone or become 
friendly with them. It can all go to Hell!” He felt a slight itch up on his belly; 
pushed himself slowly up on his back towards the headboard so that he could lift 
his head better; found where the itch was, and saw that it was covered with lots of 
little white spots which he didn’t know what to make of; and when he tried to feel 
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the place with one of his legs he drew it quickly back because as soon as he 
touched it he was overcome by a cold shudder.!
!
And he looked over at the alarm clock, ticking on the chest of drawers. “God in 
Heaven!” he thought. It was half past six and the hands were quietly moving 
forwards, it was even later than half past, more like quarter to seven. Had the 
alarm clock not rung? He could see from the bed that it had been set for four 
o’clock as it should have been; it certainly must have rung. Yes, but was it possible 
to quietly sleep through that furniture-rattling noise? True, he had not slept 
peacefully, but probably all the more deeply because of that. What should he do 
now? The next train went at seven; if he were to catch that he would have to rush 
like mad and the collection of samples was still not packed, and he did not at all 
feel particularly fresh and lively. And even if he did catch the train he would not 
avoid his boss’s anger as the office assistant would have been there to see the five 
o’clock train go, he would have put in his report about Gregor’s not being there a 
long time ago. The office assistant was the boss’s man, spineless, and with no 
understanding. What about if he reported sick? But that would be extremely 
strained and suspicious as in fifteen years of service Gregor had never once yet 
been ill. His boss would certainly come round with the doctor from the medical 
insurance company, accuse his parents of having a lazy son, and accept the doctor’s 
recommendation not to make any claim as the doctor believed that no-one was 
ever ill but that many were workshy. And what’s more, would he have been entirely 
wrong in this case? Gregor did in fact, apart from excessive sleepiness after 
sleeping for so long, feel completely well and even felt much hungrier than usual.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
1. Pay attention to the words (adjectives, verbs, adverbs) that describe Gregor Samsa’s body. 

What does it remind readers of? How does the reader feel?!
2. Why does the author use the words ‘a proper human room’ to describe the setting? !
3. With reference to the paragraph that begins with “Oh God…”, how does the character of 

Gregor Samsa describe his daily life? What is the effect of the listing of daily activities?!
4. How does the use of the third-person perspective in the final paragraph present the 

concerns of the text?
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Structure, line breaks and enjambment!
This is Just to Say 
William Carlos William!
!
!
I have eaten the plums that were in the icebox and which you were probably 
saving for breakfast. Forgive me they were delicious so sweet and so cold.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
1. If this appeared on your fridge (‘icebox’), how would you react to the note? Why?!
2. Preserving the original sequencing of words, re-arrange the two sentences into ‘poetic’ 

lines and stanzas. Use the white space above to construct your poem. Consider the effects 
of your arrangement as you read your poem.!

3. When you read the poem aloud, how do you know when to take a breath, when to pause 
and when to emphasise certain words?!

4. How might poets convey shifts or changes in ideas and effects in their poems?
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Sound and rhythm!
The Word Plum 
Helen Chasin!
!
!
The word plum is delicious!
!
pout and push, luxury of 
self-love, and savoring murmur!
full in the mouth and falling 
like fruit! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 5!
!
taut skin 
pierced, bitten, provoked into  
juice, and tart flesh!
!
question 
and reply, lip and tongue! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 10 
of pleasure.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
1. What does each stanza describe? Paying attention to the title, how does the structure of 

poem help you to ‘make sense’ of what has been written?!
2. Read the poem aloud and identify patterns of sounds. What is the effect of the sounds in 

each stanza?!
3. Comment on how the act of reading the word ‘plum’ aloud is linked to the experience of 

eating a plum. What is the writer saying about language and words?
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Metre and rhythm!
Rolling in the Deep 
Adele Adkins & Paul Epworth!
!
!
There's a fire starting in my heart !
Reaching a fever pitch and, it's bringing me out the dark !
Finally I can see you crystal clear !
Go ahead and sell me out and I'll lay your ship bare !
!
See how I’ll leave with every piece of you!! ! ! ! ! 5!
Don't underestimate the things that I will do !
There's a fire starting in my heart !
Reaching a fever pitch and it's bringing me out the dark !
!
The scars of your love remind me of us !
They keep me thinking that we almost had it all! ! ! ! 10!
The scars of your love, they leave me breathless!
I can't help feeling!
!
! ! ! ! We could have had it all!
Rolling in the deep !
You had my heart inside of your hand! ! ! ! ! ! 15!
! ! ! ! And you played it, to the beat !
!
!
!
!
!
questions 
1. Count the number of ‘beats’ or syllables in each line. Are they consistent?!
2. In poetry, there are five main rhythms of stressed (/) and unstressed (-) syllables: iambs 
(unstressed, stressed); trochees (stressed, unstressed); spondees (stressed, stressed); 
anapests (unstressed, unstressed, stressed) and dactyls (stressed, unstressed, unstressed). 
Annotate one stanza with - and / based on your own interpretation, then read it out loud!!

3. Shakespearean verse is primarily written in iambic pentametre (5 iambs, 10 beats). Which 
lines in the song also employ iambic pentametre?!

4. How would you describe the overall rhythm of the song? Is it up-tempo or is it slow? Is it 
fluid, steady, light, heavy, plodding or throbbing?
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Rhyme!
1. !
If you can dream—and not make dreams your master;   ! ! !
    If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim;  ! ! !
If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster     !
    And treat those two impostors just the same;   !! ! !
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken    !
    Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,! ! ! ! !
Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken,! ! ! ! !
    And stoop and build ’em up with worn-out tools! ! ! !
!
!
2.!
The fair breeze blew, the white foam flew,!
The furrow followed free;!
We were the first that ever burst!
Into that silent sea.!
!
Down dropt the breeze, the sails dropt down,!
‘Twas sad as sad could be;!
And we did speak only to break!
The silence of the sea!!
!
!
3.!
Lots of folk live up lanes!
With fires in a bucket,!
Eat windfalls and tinned sardines-!
They seem to like it.!
!
!
questions 
1. Read all three excerpts aloud and identify the end-rhymes (rhyming at the end of the line) 

and internal rhymes (words that rhyme within the line). Are they masculine (one rhyming 
syllable), feminine (two rhyming syllables), half-rhymes (assonance, e.g. hop/dot and 
consonance, e.g. ill/shell) or eye-rhymes (e.g. want/pant, heard/beard)?!

2. We use letters to indicate rhyme patterns or rhyme schemes. Example 3 for instance, has a 
simple abab rhyme scheme. What about the other two?
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Imagery, sound and  rhyme!
Preludes!
T. S. Eliot!
!
The winter's evening settles down!
With smells of _____ in passageways.! ! (food, meals, steaks, onions)!
Six o'clock.!
The burnt-out ends of _____ days.! ! ! (grey, smoky, miserable, lonely)!
And now a gusty shower wraps!
The grimy ________!! ! ! ! ! (bits, shreds, skeletons, scraps)!
Of withered leaves across your feet!
And newspapers from vacant lots;!
The showers ______!! ! ! ! ! (beat, patter, knock, tap)!
On empty blinds and chimney-pots,!
And at the corner of the street!
A lonely cab-horse _____ and stamps.! ! (snorts, neighs, steams, sweats)!
And then the lighting of the lamps.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
1. After reading the poem aloud, fill in the blanks with the most suitable word from the four 

options presented to you. Put the right word in the right place!!
2. Consider the effect of the poem’s sound, rhythm and images. Try inserting different words 

and reading it aloud to hear how ‘dissonant’ a poorly constructed poem sounds.!
3. Can you find a pattern in the structure of the poem? 
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Imagery, structure, progression!
Metaphors!
Sylvia Plath!
!
I’m a riddle in nine syllables,  
An elephant, a ponderous house,  
A melon strolling on two tendrils.  
O red fruit, ivory, fine timbers!  
This loaf ’s big with its yeasty rising. ! ! ! ! 5  
Money’s new-minted in this fat purse.  
I’m a means, a stage, a cow in calf.  
I’ve eaten a bag of green apples,  
Boarded the train there's no getting off.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
ponderous - slow and heavy because of great weight; tendrils - appendage of a climbing plant; timbers - trees!!
QUESTIONS 
1. In what ways is the number 9 significant to your understanding of the poem? Discuss with 

a friend what you think the poem might be about.!
2. What are the effects of the various images here? Why does the persona compare herself 

to these things? What feelings are attached to each image?!
3. Why might the poem be written only in one stanza? What does this suggest about the 

persona’s experience?!
4. Where in the poem does the tone or attitude of the persona change? How would you 

describe the ‘feelings’ that the persona might have about her current state?
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Imagery and diction!
Introduction to Poetry 
Billy Collins!
!
!
I ask them to take a poem 
and hold it up to the light 
like a color slide!
!
or press an ear against its hive.!
!
I say drop a mouse into a poem! ! ! ! ! 5  
and watch him probe his way out,!
!
or walk inside the poem's room 
and feel the walls for a light switch.!
!
I want them to waterski 
across the surface of a poem! ! ! ! ! ! 10 
waving at the author's name on the shore.!
!
But all they want to do 
is tie the poem to a chair with rope  
and torture a confession out of it.!
!
They begin beating it with a hose! ! ! ! ! 15 
to find out what it really means.!
!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
1. Why do you think the poem is written from a first-person point of view?!
2. What are the effects of the images and metaphors in the first five stanzas? !
3. What is the speaker proposing about the experience of reading a poem?!
4. What is the speaker suggesting about the way in which ‘they’ read a poem?!
5. Commenting on poetic structure, think about how you would divide the poem into 2 

sections. How would you divide the poem into 4 sections?
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Continual Assessment 1!!
Write a critical commentary on the following poem, considering the ways in which 
language, style and form contribute to the poet’s portrayal of power and powerlessness.!!

Some Days !
Some days I put the people in their places at the table, !
bend their legs at the knees, !
if they come with that feature, !
and fix them into the tiny wooden chairs. !!
All afternoon they face one another, ! ! ! ! ! ! 5!
the man in the brown suit, !
the woman in the blue dress, !
perfectly motionless, perfectly behaved. !!
But other days, I am the one !
who is lifted up by the ribs, ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 10!
then lowered into the dining room of a dollhouse !
to sit with the others at the long table. !!
Very funny, !
but how would you like it !
if you never knew from one day to the next ! ! ! ! ! 15!
if you were going to spend it !!
striding around like a vivid god, !
your shoulders in the clouds, !
or sitting down there amidst the wallpaper, !
staring straight ahead with your little plastic face?! ! ! ! 20!!

Billy Collins!!!
questions 
1. How does the poet portray ‘the people in their places’? Consider the various images presented in 

the first three stanzas and their effects. !
2. What is the perspective and tone used in the first two stanzas? How is the persona’s position of 

power established?!
3. Does the perspective and tone change? What do you think the writer is trying to say about our 

lives ‘from one day to the next’?!
4. Read the poem aloud, paying attention to the use of enjambment and end-stopped lines. How 

would you describe the rhythm or pace? What is the mood evoked?
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Continual Assessment 1!
!
Write a critical appreciation of the following poem, considering in detail ways in 
which your response is shaped by the writer’s use of language, style and form.!
!

!
I Am in Need of Music 
!
I am in need of music that would flow!
Over my fretful, feeling fingertips,!
Over my bitter-tainted, trembling lips,!
With melody, deep, clear, and liquid-slow.!
Oh, for the healing swaying, old and low,! ! ! ! ! ! ! 5!
Of some song sung to rest the tired dead,!
A song to fall like water on my head,!
And over quivering limbs, dream flushed to glow!!
 !
There is a magic made by melody:!
A spell of rest, and quiet breath, and cool!! ! ! ! ! ! 10!
Heart, that sinks through fading colors deep!
To the subaqueous stillness of the sea,!
And floats forever in a moon-green pool,!
Held in the arms of rhythm and of sleep.!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Elizabeth Bishop!

!
!
!
!
!
quivering - shaking or trembling; subaqueous - taking place underwater.!!
questions 
1. What tone does the speaker begin the poem with? Is the tone consistent throughout?!
2. How is music described in the poem? Pay attention to the various sets of images used. !
3. What are the patterns of sounds used? What is the effect of the sounds in the words, lines 

and stanzas? !
4. Comment on how the poem is structured. In what ways have the tone and attitude of the 

speaker changed? 
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Continual Assessment 2!!
Write a critical appreciation of the following poem, considering in detail ways in which 
your response is shaped by the writer’s use of language, style and form.!!

Mad Girl’s Love Song !
I shut my eyes and all the world drops dead; 
I lift my lids and all is born again. 
(I think I made you up inside my head.)  
 
The stars go waltzing out in blue and red, 
And arbitrary blackness gallops in:! ! ! ! ! ! 5 
I shut my eyes and all the world drops dead. 
 
I dreamed that you bewitched me into bed 
And sung me moon-struck, kissed me quite insane. 
(I think I made you up inside my head.)  
 
God topples from the sky, hell's fires fade:!! ! ! ! 10 
Exit seraphim and Satan's men: 
I shut my eyes and all the world drops dead. 
 
I fancied you'd return the way you said, 
But I grow old and I forget your name. 
(I think I made you up inside my head.)! ! ! ! ! 15 
 
I should have loved a thunderbird instead; 
At least when spring comes they roar back again. 
I shut my eyes and all the world drops dead. 
(I think I made you up inside my head.)!!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Sylvia Plath!!

seraphim: an angel, associated with light and purity.!!
questions 
1. Which poetic form does the poet employ? What feature signals a significant change in attitude 

towards the speaker’s loved one in the final stanza?!
2. What is the effect of repeating lines 1-3? Why is parenthesis (brackets) used for the line ‘I think I 

made you up inside my head’?!
3. Elaborate on the speaker’s tone, paying attention to ‘I’ (‘I lift my lids’, ‘I dreamed’, ‘I fancied’).!
4. Discuss the effects and purpose of the heaven and hell images in stanza 4.
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Continual Assessment 2!
!
Write a critical appreciation of the following poem, considering in detail ways in 
which your response is shaped by the writer’s use of language, style and form.!
!
!

The Poet!
!
What instinct forces man to journey on, 
 Urged by a longing blind but dominant! 
 Nothing he sees can hold him, nothing daunt 
His never failing eagerness. The sun 
Setting in splendour every night has won! ! ! ! ! 5 
 His vassalage; those towers flamboyant 
 Of airy cloudland palaces now haunt  
His daylight wanderings. Forever done 
With simple joys and quiet happiness 
 He guards the vision of the sunset sky;! ! ! ! ! 10 
Though faint with weariness he must possess 
 Some fragment of the sunset's majesty; 
He spurns life's human friendships to profess 
 Life's loneliness of dreaming ecstasy.!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Amy Lowell!

!
!
!
!
!
!
vassalage: homage or tribute.!!
questions 
1. This Petrarchan sonnet extols, celebrates, glorifies the role of the poet in the octave. Comment on 

the volta: what effects and ideas do you see in the sestet? !
2. Discuss the highly poetic, elevated words (e.g. splendour, vassalage, flamboyant, guards the vision, 

profess) and images (e.g. towers flamboyant) in relation to the tone of the poem.!
3. What do the closing lines suggest about the poet’s place in society?
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Shakespearean sonnet!
Sonnet XVIII!
William Shakespeare!
!
!
Shall I compare thee to a summer's day? ! ! ! ! ! a 
Thou art more lovely and more temperate:! ! ! ! b 
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,! ! ! a 
And summer's lease hath all too short a date: ! ! ! ! b 
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,! ! ! ! c 
And often is his gold complexion dimm'd; ! ! ! ! d 
And every fair from fair sometime declines,! ! ! ! c 
By chance or nature's changing course untrimm'd;! ! ! d 
But thy eternal summer shall not fade! ! ! ! ! e 
Nor lose possession of that fair thou owest;! ! ! ! f 
Nor shall Death brag thou wander'st in his shade,! ! ! e 
When in eternal lines to time thou growest: ! ! ! ! f 
     So long as men can breathe or eyes can see,!! ! ! g 
     So long lives this and this gives life to thee.! ! ! ! g!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
features 
A Shakespearean sonnet is a poem of 14 lines English in origin, usually in iambic pentameter 
(five feet of unstressed-stressed syllables). The rhyme scheme is ababcdcdefefgg. The final 
couplet (gg) is a defining feature. The volta, a shift or ‘turn’ in idea, occurs at the end of the 
12th line and before the couplet in a Shakespearean sonnet. 
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Shakespearean sonnet!
Bright Star 
John Keats!
!
!
Bright star, would I were stedfast as thou art—!
! Not in lone splendour hung aloft the night!
And watching, with eternal lids apart,!
   Like nature's patient, sleepless Eremite,!
The moving waters at their priestlike task! ! ! ! 5!
! Of pure ablution round earth's human shores,!
Or gazing on the new soft-fallen mask!
! Of snow upon the mountains and the moors—!
No—yet still stedfast, still unchangeable,!
! Pillow'd upon my fair love's ripening breast,! ! ! 10!
To feel for ever its soft fall and swell,!
! Awake for ever in a sweet unrest,!
Still, still to hear her tender-taken breath,!
And so live ever — or else swoon to death.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!
stedfast - unchanging, constant; ablution - religious cleansing; Eremite - a religious hermit; moors - open land!!
questions 
1. To whom is the persona speaking and in what tone? Does the tone remain constant?!
2. Where does the poet use personification and why? !
3. Comment on the use of form, paying attention to the rhythm in lines 9, 13 and 14, the 

volta, the rhyming couplet and the use of alliteration.!
4. What is the intention of the poet? Research the life of John Keats and his relationship 

with Fanny Brawne (‘my fair love’, ‘her tender-taken breath’).
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Petrarchan sonnet!
Sonnet II 
Edna St. Vincent Millay!
!
!
Time does not bring relief; you all have lied   ! ! ! a!
    Who told me time would ease me of my pain!   ! ! b!
     I miss him in the weeping of the rain;   !! ! ! b!
I want him at the shrinking of the tide;! ! ! ! ! a!
The old snows melt from every mountain-side  ! ! ! a!
     And last year’s leaves are smoke in every lane;  ! ! b!
     But last year’s bitter loving must remain! ! ! ! b!
Heaped on my heart, and my old thoughts abide.   ! ! a!
!
There are a hundred places where I fear   ! ! ! ! c!
     To go,—so with his memory they brim. ! ! ! ! d!
And entering with relief some quiet place  ! ! ! ! e!
Where never fell his foot or shone his face  !! ! ! e!
I say, “There is no memory of him here!”   !! ! ! c!
     And so stand stricken, so remembering him.! ! ! d!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!!
features 
A Petrarchan sonnet is Italian in origin, with an octave of 8 lines and a sestet of 6 lines. The 
rhyme scheme of the octave is ababcdcd and of the sestet cdecde. The volta, a dramatic ‘turn’ 
in idea and attitude, occurs between the octave and sestet (at the end of line 8).
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Petrarchan sonnet!
The World is Too Much With Us 
William Wordsworth!
!
!
The world is too much with us; late and soon,!
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers;—!
Little we see in Nature that is ours;!
We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon!!
This Sea that bares her bosom to the moon;! ! ! ! 5!
The winds that will be howling at all hours,!
And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers;!
For this, for everything, we are out of tune;!
It moves us not. Great God! I’d rather be!
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;! ! ! ! ! 10!
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,!
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn;!
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;!
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathèd horn.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Pagan - a person holding religious beliefs other than those of the main world religions., Proteus; sea god who 
had the power of prophecy; Triton - sea god represented as a man with a fish's tail and carrying a trident.!!
QUESTIONS 
1. How do the title and the poem’s opening lines suggest what the poem is about?!
2. Paying attention to the first 4 lines, what is the tone of the speaker?!
3. What is the purpose of personifying nature, the sea and the winds?!
4. What is the effect of the poet’s allusions to Greek mythology?!
5. Discuss why the poet has chosen the form of a sonnet to lament Man’s inattention to 

Nature. Remember to identify the volta and discuss its effects.
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Villanelle!
Do not go gentle into that good night 
Dylan Thomas!
!
!
Do not go gentle into that good night,! ! ! ! ! A1 
Old age should burn and rave at close of day;! ! ! ! b 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.! ! ! ! ! A2 
 
Though wise men at their end know dark is right,! ! ! a 
Because their words had forked no lightning they! ! ! b!  
Do not go gentle into that good night.! ! ! ! ! A1 
 
Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright!! ! ! a 
Their frail deeds might have danced in a green bay,! ! ! b 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.! ! ! ! ! A2 
 
Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight,! ! ! a 
And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way,! ! ! ! b 
Do not go gentle into that good night.! ! ! ! ! A1 
!
Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight!! ! a 
Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay, ! ! ! b 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.! ! ! ! ! A2 
 
And you, my father, there on the sad height,! ! ! ! a 
Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears, I pray.! ! ! b 
Do not go gentle into that good night.! ! ! ! ! A1 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.! ! ! ! ! A2!
!
!
!
features 
French in origin, a villanelle has 5 stanzas, each of 3 lines with a final one of 4 lines. Line 1 
(A1) is repeated as the last line of the 2nd and 4th stanzas. Line 3 (A2) is repeated as the last 
line of the 3rd and 5th stanzas. These 2 refrain lines (A1 and A2) follow each other to become 
the last two lines of the poem. The general rhyme scheme is aba. The rhymes are repeated 
according to the refrains.
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Villanelle!
One Art 
Elizabeth Bishop!
!
!
The art of losing isn't hard to master;!
so many things seem filled with the intent!
to be lost that their loss is no disaster.!
!
Lose something every day. Accept the fluster!
of lost door keys, the hour badly spent.! ! ! ! ! 5!
The art of losing isn't hard to master.!
!
Then practice losing farther, losing faster:!
places, and names, and where it was you meant !
to travel. None of these will bring disaster.!
!
I lost my mother's watch. And look! my last, or! ! ! 10!
next-to-last, of three loved houses went.!
The art of losing isn't hard to master.!
!
I lost two cities, lovely ones. And, vaster,!
some realms I owned, two rivers, a continent.!
I miss them, but it wasn't a disaster.!! ! ! ! ! 15!
!
—Even losing you (the joking voice, a gesture!
I love) I shan't have lied. It's evident!
the art of losing's not too hard to master!
though it may look like (Write it!) like disaster.!
!
!
!
QUESTIONS 
1. Is there a pattern to the items and images that are ‘lost’ by the speaker?!
2. The poem is a villanelle, employing a ‘refrain’ that is repeated in a specific pattern. What 

is the effect of this refrain and how does it differ each time it is repeated?!
3. What do you think is the tone / attitude of the speaker?!
4. Is there a shift in tone and attitude in the final stanza? If so, what suggests this?
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Ballad!
Richard Cory 
Edwin Arlington Robinson!
!
!
Whenever Richard Cory went down town,!
We people on the pavement looked at him:!
He was a gentleman from sole to crown,!
Clean favored, and imperially slim.!
!
And he was always quietly arrayed,! ! ! ! ! ! 5!
And he was always human when he talked;!
But still he fluttered pulses when he said,!
“Good-morning,” and he glittered when he walked.!
!
And he was rich—yes, richer than a king—!
And admirably schooled in every grace:! ! ! ! ! 10!
In fine, we thought that he was everything!
To make us wish that we were in his place.!
!
So on we worked, and waited for the light,!
And went without the meat, and cursed the bread;!
And Richard Cory, one calm summer night,! ! ! ! 15!
Went home and put a bullet through his head.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
features 
A ballad is a popular narrative song passed down orally. In the English tradition, it usually 
follows a form of rhymed (abab or abcb) quatrains and sometimes sestets. Ballads possess an 
lilting, musical rhythm familiar to us from nursery rhymes and can be ‘crude, carefree, 
macabre, sinister, lurid, facetious and obscene’ (Stephen Fry). Traditional ballads are often 
anonymous and recount tragic, comic, or heroic stories in often bawdy, vulgar fashion.
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Ballad!
The Colour of His Hair 
A. E. Housman!
!
!
Oh who is that young sinner with the handcuffs on his wrists?  
And what has he been after, that they groan and shake their fists? 
And wherefore is he wearing such a conscience-stricken air? 
Oh they’re taking him to prison for the colour of his hair.!
!
‘Tis a shame to human nature, such a head of hair as his;! ! ! ! ! 5  
In the good old time ‘twas hanging for the colour that it is; 
Though hanging isn’t bad enough and flaying would be fair 
For the nameless and abominable colour of his hair.!
!
Oh a deal of pains he’s taken and a pretty price he’s paid 
To hide his poll or dye it of a mentionable shade;! ! ! ! ! ! 10 
But they’ve pulled the beggar’s hat off for the world to see and stare,  
And they’re taking him to justice for the colour of his hair.!
!
Now ’tis oakum for his fingers and the treadmill for his feet, 
And the quarry-gang on Portland in the cold and in the heat, 
And between his spells of labour in the time he has to spare! ! ! ! 15 
He can curse the God that made him for the colour of his hair.!
!
!
!
!
!
oakum: loose fiber obtained by untwisting old rope!!
QUESTIONS 
1. The poem was written in the context of Oscar Wilde’s arrest for homosexual activity. 

Comment on the use of questions and informal speech (‘Oh’, ‘tis a shame’) in light of this.!
2. How does the use of iambic heptametre (seven iambs) contribute to the speaker’s tone?!
3. What are the effects of the aabb rhyme scheme and simple masculine rhymes?!
4. Why does the poet repeat ‘colour of his hair’? Pay close attention to the closing line: why 

does the poet suggest that he ‘curse the God that made him for the colour of his hair’?
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Ode!
Ode on Solitude!
Alexander Pope!
!
!
Happy the man, whose wish and care!
! A few paternal acres bound,!
Content to breathe his native air,!
! ! ! ! In his own ground.!
!
Whose herds with milk, whose fields with bread,! ! ! 5!
! Whose flocks supply him with attire,!
Whose trees in summer yield him shade,!
! ! ! ! In winter fire.!
!
Blest, who can unconcernedly find!
! Hours, days, and years slide soft away,! ! ! ! 10!
In health of body, peace of mind,!
! ! ! ! Quiet by day,!
!
Sound sleep by night; study and ease,!
! Together mixed; sweet recreation;!
And innocence, which most does please,! ! ! ! ! 15!
! ! ! ! With meditation.!
!
Thus let me live, unseen, unknown;!
! Thus unlamented let me die;!
Steal from the world, and not a stone!
! ! !    ! Tell where I lie.! ! ! ! ! 20 
!
!
!
!
features 
An ode is a formal, often ‘grand, ceremonial and high-minded’ lyric poem. Its stanza forms 
vary and fall into the three typical types of Pindaric, Horatian and irregular odes. Odes today 
do not obey any formal or stylistic constraints and simply celebrate a person, nature, beauty, art 
and other romantic ideas.
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Ode!
A Peasant 
R. S. Thomas!
!
!
Iago Prytherch his name, though, be it allowed, !
Just an ordinary man of the bald Welsh hills, !
Who pens a few sheep in a gap of cloud. !
Docking mangels, chipping the green skin !
From the yellow bones with a half-witted grin !! ! ! ! 5!
Of satisfaction, or churning the crude earth !
To a stiff sea of clods that glint in the wind—- !
So are his days spent, his spittled mirth !
Rarer than the sun that cracks the cheeks !
Of the gaunt sky perhaps once in a week. ! ! ! ! ! 10!
And then at night see him fixed in his chair  !
Motionless, except when he leans to gob in the fire. !
There is something frightening in the vacancy of his mind. !
His clothes, sour with years of sweat !
And animal contact, shock the refined, ! ! ! ! ! ! 15!
But affected, sense with their stark naturalness. !
Yet this is your prototype, who, season by season !
Against siege of rain and the wind’s attrition, !
Preserves his stock, an impregnable fortress !
Not to be stormed even in death’s confusion. ! ! ! ! ! 20!
Remember him, then, for he, too, is a winner of wars, !
Enduring like a tree under the curious stars. 
!
!
!!
mangels: beets, clods: lumps of clay, glint: shine, spittle: saliva, gaunt: lean and haggard, prototype: a first model.!!
QUESTIONS 
1. What is the speaker’s tone and attitude towards Iago Prytherch in the opening lines?!
2. Where does the tone and meaning / purpose of the poem change?!
3. Discuss in detail how the natural images in the poem contribute to the appreciation of 

the peasant character. What is he compared to in the final four lines?!
4. Can you think of a reason why the poem is written in one long stanza?
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Elegy!
Funeral Blues 
Wystan Hugh Auden!
!
!
Stop all the clocks, cut off the telephone.!
Prevent the dog from barking with a juicy bone,!
Silence the pianos and with muffled drum!
Bring out the coffin, let the mourners come.!
!
Let aeroplanes circle moaning overhead! ! ! ! ! ! ! 5!
Scribbling in the sky the message He is Dead,!
Put crêpe bows round the white necks of the public doves,!
Let the traffic policemen wear black cotton gloves.!
!
He was my North, my South, my East and West,!
My working week and my Sunday rest! ! ! ! ! ! ! 10!
My noon, my midnight, my talk, my song;!
I thought that love would last forever, I was wrong.!
!
The stars are not wanted now; put out every one,!
Pack up the moon and dismantle the sun.!
Pour away the ocean and sweep up the wood;! ! ! ! ! ! 15!
For nothing now can ever come to any good.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
features 
The elegy began as an ancient Greek metrical form and is traditionally written in response to 
the death of a person or group. The elements of a traditional elegy mirror three stages of 
loss. First, there is a lament, where the speaker expresses grief and sorrow (mourns for a dead 
person), then praise and admiration of the idealised dead (lists his or her virtues), and finally 
consolation and solace. An elegy is not associated with formal patterns or cadences.
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practice 
!
Write a critical commentary on any of the following poems, considering in detail 
ways in which your response is shaped by the writer’s language, style and form.!

!
!

Man and nature!
Lines composed in a wood on a windy day 
!
My soul is awakened, my spirit is soaring!
And carried aloft on the wings of the breeze;!
For above and around me the wild wind is roaring,!
Arousing to rapture the earth and the seas.!
!
The long withered grass in the sunshine is glancing,!! ! ! 5!
The bare trees are tossing their branches on high;!
The dead leaves beneath them are merrily dancing,!
The white clouds are scudding across the blue sky!
!
I wish I could see how the ocean is lashing!
The foam of its billows to whirlwinds of spray;!! ! ! ! 10!
I wish I could see how its proud waves are dashing,!
And hear the wild roar of their thunder to-day!!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Anne Brontë!
!
!
!
!
billows: a mass of something (e.g. clouds)!!
questions 
1. How is nature presented as dynamic, alive, glorious in the poem? Pay attention to the end-rhymes, 

the use of continuous tense, the verbs and the nouns.!
2. How does the tone change from the first stanza to the last stanza? It is usually useful to identify 

the pronouns (‘my’, ‘I’) in discussing the speaker’s attitude.!
3. Comment on the structure of the poem. What are the ideas and effects in each stanza? What are 

the effects of the abab rhyme scheme and the uninterrupted flow of each line?
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Man and nature!
Desert Places 
!
Snow falling and night falling fast, oh, fast 
In a field I looked into going past,  
And the ground almost covered smooth in snow,  
But a few weeds and stubble showing last.  
 
The woods around it have it—it is theirs.!! ! ! ! 5 
All animals are smothered in their lairs. 
I am too absent-spirited to count;  
The loneliness includes me unawares.  
 
And lonely as it is, that loneliness 
Will be more lonely ere it will be less—! ! ! ! ! 10 
A blanker whiteness of benighted snow 
With no expression, nothing to express.  
 
They cannot scare me with their empty spaces  
Between stars - on stars where no human race is. 
I have it in me so much nearer home! ! ! ! ! 15 
To scare myself with my own desert places.!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Robert Frost!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
questions 
1. What comes to mind when you think of ‘Desert Places’? Is your initial impression reinforced by 

the images within the poem?!
2. How is nature depicted in the 2nd and 3rd stanza (animals in lairs, ‘blanker whiteness’)?!
3. Comment on the effects of the use of rhyme and alliteration in the poem.!
4. How is the tone in the final stanza (‘They cannot scare me… I have it in me’) different from that of 

the previous stanzas?
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City life!
The Man in the Bowler Hat 
!
I am the unnoticed, the unnoticeable man:  
The man who sat on your right in the morning train: 
The man who looked through like a windowpane: 
The man who was the colour of the carriage, the colour of the mounting 
Morning pipe smoke. ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 5  
I am the man too busy with a living to live,  
Too hurried and worried to see and smell and touch: 
The man who is patient too long and obeys too much 
And wishes too softly and seldom.  
 
I am the man they call the nation's backbone,! ! ! ! ! ! ! 10 
Who am boneless - playable catgut, pliable clay:  
The Man they label Little lest one day  
I dare to grow.  
 
I am the rails on which the moment passes, 
The megaphone for many words and voices:! ! ! ! ! ! ! 15 
I am the graph diagram, 
Composite face.  
 
I am the led, the easily-fed, 
The tool, the not-quite-fool, 
The would-be-safe-and-sound,!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 20 
The uncomplaining, bound, 
The dust fine-ground, 
Stone-for-a-statue waveworn pebble-round.!

A. S. J Tessimond!!
catgut: a material used for the strings of some musical instruments!

questions 
1. Discuss the significance of the title and the opening lines. Who in society do you think Tessimond 

is actually writing about?!
2. What is the effect of the first-person perspective employed in this poem, with particular reference 

to the repetition of ‘I am’. Is the speaker commanding, defiant, disconsolate or resigned?!
3. Comment on the different sets of imagery used in each stanza. Is the effect and meaning constant?!
4. How does the use of simple end-rhymes add to the overall effects of the poem? Is there a reason 

why certain stanzas are longer and certain stanzas possess longer lines?
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City life!
City Hall 
!
The opening and closing of train doors,!
this city's gills. I'm another pale reflection!
with the apparitions in the flow.!
Behind me is someone or other,!
whose features I think I know.!! ! ! ! ! 5!
Behind us are ores of memories,!
bridges over voids, veins of darkness.!
We have our dead, we let them go.!
And we are now in front of partings,!
which are already behind us.! ! ! ! ! ! 10!
Before us bright gates stand.!
These pedestrian spaces!
are no place to pause or listen.!
Our gazes are free from grief --!
with leaving comes omission.! ! ! ! ! ! 15!
And I'll be damned if I look back.!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! Yvonne Koh!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
apparitions: ghosts or spirits!!
questions 
1. Discuss the ways in which City Hall MRT station is presented. Why are train doors ‘the city’s gills’?!
2. Paying attention to lines 1-5 and 12-13, comment on the speaker’s tone. Is her attitude towards city 

life a positive or negative one? !
3. Why are people described as ‘apparitions in the flow’? What can be said about one’s identity in the 

hustle and bustle of city life?!
4. How does the poet present a society that, in its relentless pursuit of progress, neglects the past?

Comment closely on the final 3 lines of the poem as well as lines 4-10.
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War and suffering!
Anthem for Doomed Youth 
!
What passing-bells for these who die as cattle?!
! Only the monstrous anger of the guns.!
! Only the stuttering rifles' rapid rattle!
Can patter out their hasty orisons.!
No mockeries now for them; no prayers nor bells,! ! ! ! 5!
! Nor any voice of mourning save the choirs,—!
The shrill, demented choirs of wailing shells;!
! And bugles calling for them from sad shires.!
!
What candles may be held to speed them all?!
! Not in the hands of boys, but in their eyes! ! ! ! 10!
Shall shine the holy glimmers of good-byes.!
! The pallor of girls' brows shall be their pall;!
Their flowers the tenderness of patient minds,!
And each slow dusk a drawing-down of blinds.!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Wilfred Owen!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!
orisons: prayers, pallor: pale appearance, pall: a cloth spread over a tomb or coffin.!!
questions 
1. This is a famous ‘war poem’ written in the form of a Petrarchan sonnet. What are the effects of the 

poet’s choice of structure? !
2. Comment on the use of sound devices (e.g. alliteration, onomatopoeia) and their effects.!
3. What is the significance of presenting gunfire as ‘shrill, demented choirs’?!
4. Paying attention line 1 and 9, what is the poet lamenting about the ‘doomed youth’ sent to war?!
5. Paying attention to lines 10-12, what is the tone in the second stanza?!
6. Why does he suggest that ‘each slow dusk’ is a ‘drawing-down of blinds’ in the final line?
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Parent and child!
Little Boy Crying 
!
Your mouth contorting in brief spite and!
Hurt, your laughter metamorphosed into howls,!
Your frame so recently relaxed now tight!
With three-year-old frustration, your bright eyes!
Swimming tears, splashing your bare feet,! ! ! ! 5!
You stand there angling for a moment’s hint!
Of guilt or sorrow for the quick slap struck.!
 !
The ogre towers above you, that grim giant,!
Empty of feeling, a colossal cruel,!
Soon victim of the tale’s conclusion, dead!! ! ! ! 10!
At last. You hate him, you imagine!
Chopping clean the tree he’s scrambling down!
Or plotting deeper pits to trap him in.!
 !
You cannot understand, not yet,!
The hurt your easy tears can scald him with,! ! ! ! 15!
Nor guess the wavering hidden behind that mask.!
This fierce man longs to lift you, curb your sadness!
With piggy-back or bull-fight, anything,!
But dare not ruin the lessons you should learn.!
 !
You must not make a plaything of the rain.! ! ! ! 20!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Mervyn Morris!
!
!
!
!
questions 
1. Is the persona likely to be a child or a parent? Whom is the persona addressing?!
2. Focusing on line 20, what is the persona’s tone or attitude? What is the purpose of the poem?!
3. Why is the parent portrayed as an ‘ogre’, ‘grim giant’, ‘colossal cruel’, a ‘fierce man’?!
4. Comment on the effects of the imagery used to present the child crying. !
5. Identify the various instances of alliteration and sound devices (e.g. plotting deeper pits).!
6. How is the poem structured? What is the effect of the final line standing alone?
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Life and death!
Wakeful in a Township !
Barks the melancholy dog,!
Swims in the stream the shadowy fish.!
Who would live in a country town!
If they had their wish?!!
When the sun comes hurrying up!! ! ! ! ! 5!
I will take the circus train!
That cries, cries once in the night!
And then not again.!!
In the stream the shadowy fish!
Sleeps below the sleeping fly.! ! ! ! ! ! 10!
Many around me straitly sleep!
But not I.!!
Near my window a drowsy bird!
Flickers its feathers against the thorn.!
Around the township’s single light! ! ! ! ! 15!
My people die and are born.!!
I will join the circus train!
For mangy leopard and tinsel girl!
And the trotting horses’ great white haunches!
Whiter than a pearl.! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 20!!
When to the dark blue mountains!
My captive pigeons flew!
I’d no heart to lure them back!
With wheat upon the dew.!!
When the dog at morning ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 25!
Whines upon the frost!
I shall be in another place.!
Lost, lost, lost.!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! Elizabeth Riddell!!
questions 
1. How is the township (a small village) portrayed through setting and the various animals?!
2. Paying attention to the ‘I’, what is the speaker’s tone and how does it change within the poem?!
3. Why does the speaker say that she has ‘no heart to lure’ her pigeons back?
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Life and death!
To the Virgins, Make Much of Time 
!
Gather ye rosebuds while ye may,!
       Old Time is still a-flying: !
And this same flower that smiles today!
       To-morrow will be dying.!
!
The glorious lamp of Heaven, the sun,! ! ! ! ! 5!
      The higher he's a-getting,!
The sooner will his race be run.!
      And nearer he's to setting.!
!
That age is best which is the first,!
       When youth and blood are warmer;! ! ! ! ! 10!
But being spent, the worse, and worst!
       Times still succeed the former.!
!
Then be not coy, but use your time,!
       And while ye may, go marry:!
For having lost but once your prime,! ! ! ! ! 15!
       You may for ever tarry.!
!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Robert Herrick!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
coy: quiet and reserved; shy, tarry: to stay in a place (to stagnate).!!
questions 
1. This poem has been widely interpreted, most notably in the film Dead Poets Society, as a call to carpe 

diem (seize the day). To whom is the poem addressed to and to what effects?!
2. How is the use of imagery (‘rosebud’, ‘flower’, ‘glorious lamp of Heaven’, ‘blood’) significant?!
3. Discuss the effects of the poem’s rhythm and rhyme.
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Life and death!
Auto Wreck 
Karl Shapiro!
!
!
Its quick soft silver bell beating, beating!
And down the dark one ruby flare!
Pulsing out red light like an artery,!
The ambulance at top speed floating down!
Past beacons and illuminated clocks!
Wings in a heavy curve, dips down,!
And brakes speed, entering the crowd.!
The doors leap open, emptying light;!
Stretchers are laid out, the mangled lifted!
And stowed into the little hospital.!
Then the bell, breaking the hush, tolls once,!
And the ambulance with its terrible cargo!
Rocking, slightly rocking, moves away,!
As the doors, an afterthought, are closed.!
!
We are deranged, walking among the cops!
Who sweep glass and are large and composed.!
One is still making notes under the light.!
One with a bucket douches ponds of blood!
Into the street and gutter.!
One hangs lanterns on the wrecks that cling,!
Empty husks of locusts, to iron poles.!
!
!
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!
Our throats were tight as tourniquets,!
Our feet were bound with splints, but now,!
Like convalescents intimate and gauche,!
We speak through sickly smiles and warn!
With the stubborn saw of common sense,!
The grim joke and the banal resolution.!
The traffic moves around with care,!
But we remain, touching a wound!
That opens to our richest horror.!
Already old, the question Who shall die?!
Becomes unspoken Who is innocent?!
!
For death in war is done by hands;!
Suicide has cause and stillbirth, logic;!
And cancer, simple as a flower, blooms.!
But this invites the occult mind,!
Cancels our physics with a sneer,!
And spatters all we knew of denouement!
Across the expedient and wicked stones.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
questions 
1. How does the poet make full use of imagery and sound to establish the initial atmosphere of the 

scene in the first stanza?!
2. If you do not know already, find out what a passive voice is when discussing verbs. How has the 

passive form been used in the opening stanza?!
3. What is the effect of using a first person (plural) perspective in the remaining stanzas? Who does 

this ‘we’ represent and what is the poet trying to say about them?!
4. Why does the speaker make use of the graphic images and rhetorical questions in stanza 3?!
5. How does the tone change in the final stanza? What is being said about death and how it ‘Cancels 

our physics with a sneer’?
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from here to literary 
!!
Literal Questions !
1. What is shown? What is being described?!
2. What is happening? What is going on?!
3. Who is the speaker? What might he or she doing in the poem?!
4. What might have happened before or after?!!
An explanation of what words mean or what occurs in the text is pointless. Also try not to 
imagine an actual situation or speculate on what has happened. !!!
Literary Questions !
What 
1. What is being suggested about a character or relationship between characters?!
2. What ideas, concerns or themes are raised in the passage or text?!!
How 
1. How does the writer portray an idea or character?!
2. What methods, features or techniques can I identify?!
3. What is the perspective used and the speaker’s tone? !
4. What images are presented and to what effect?!
5. Are there patterns to the writer’s choice of words? (e.g. absolute words, dynamic verbs)!
6. Are there patterns of sounds being used? (e.g. sibilant sounds, consonance)!
7. How would I describe the mood of the text, looking at the images and setting?!
8. How would I describe the rhythm, looking at line length, caesurae and enjambment?!
9. How has the writer structured the text? How is one stanza different from the next?!
10. Is there a progression of ideas or effects in the text? (e.g. from indifference to despair)!
11. Is a closed poetic form or particular rhyme scheme being used? (e.g. sonnet, villanelle)!
12. What are the effects of the method? How does the reader feel or respond?!!
Why!
1. Why does the writer choose to present a certain idea?!
2. What is the purpose, significance or meaning of a particular method?!
3. How do the effects add enhance the concerns and themes of the text?!
4. What is being said about the concerns and themes in the text?!
5. What is the significance of the passage in the entire text? (for passage-based question)!!
All good answers are always backed by specific evidence from the text. We ask, ‘Where do 
you see this?’ and ‘What makes you say that?’ 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essay guide 
!!
Not meant to be exhaustive or didactic, this primer provides a systematic list of literary questions you 
can use to guide your analysis of any poem. It is imperative that your essay comprises at least 3 body 
paragraphs that clearly address language, style and form, an introduction and a conclusion.  !

INTRO!
Build the ‘foundation’ to 
your response and have a 
clear thesis statement 
that says something 
about the poem’s style 
and meaning

CONTEXT!
- What are the themes and concerns in the poem? (e.g. endurance, memory)!
- What is being portrayed or ‘going on’ in the poem?!!
INTERPRETATION!
- How would you describe the poem’s overall effect? (e.g. brooding, elegiac, 

explosive, dark, buoyant, upbeat, reverent, swooning, stirring, introspective)!
- What is the purpose of the poem in your opinion? What does the poem 

say about a particular theme? 

IMPRESSION*!
Discuss your preliminary 
impression; this should 
be reinforced in your 
next paragraph but can 
also be over-turned if you 
detect shifts in idea / 
effect later.!
This paragraph is 
optional.

PERSPECTIVE!
- Does the poem focus on a particular idea? (e.g. place, action, emotion)!
- Is there a dominant method (e.g. water motif) or closed poetic form (e.g. 

villanelle)?!!
TITLE / OPENING!
- Does the title evoke the overall effect of the poem? Why or why not?!
- Does the poem begin in an emphatic or subtle, charged or muted fashion?!
- Do these opening lines encapsulate the poem’s tone or purpose?!!
Note: the analysis of perspective, the title and the opening lines can just as well be placed in your 
introduction or subsequent paragraphs on language, style and form respectively.

LANGUAGE!
This essential paragraph 
should be used to 
establish the poem’s 
‘take’ on a specific 
concern. You should 
analyse ample evidence 
closely.

PERSPECTIVE & TONE!
- Is the poem delivered from a first, second or third-person point of view 

What is the effect? (e.g. immediate, intimate, personal, distant, detached)!
- What is the general attitude of the speaker? (e.g. indignant, remorseful, 

wistful, hopeful) What is its effect on the reader? (e.g. cold, sympathy)!
- Cite supporting evidence, paying attention to verbs (e.g. remember him), 

modal verbs (e.g. will, must) and phrases (e.g. The question is absurd).!
- Do the rhythm and sound of these words or lines contribute to the 

tone? (e.g. The ponderous rhythm that adds to the persona’s grave, solemn tone)!!
DICTION / REGISTER!
- How would you describe the poet’s diction or word choice? (e.g. simple, 

rich, sophisticated, minimalistic, resplendent, dramatic, ambivalent, poignant)!
- Is the language formal or informal, of a high or low register? To what 

effect?!
- What can be said about grammatical mood? (e.g. subjunctive, imperative) !
- Are there any notable linguistic patterns? (e.g. stative / dynamic verbs)
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!

!
Remember to use this guide discriminately. You should not be answering them one-by-one in a 
mechanical fashion. You should always select the methods, features and evidence that you find most 
outstanding or significant to your interpretation. In Literature, intuition counts. 

STYLE!
This is possibly the most 
crucial method. !!
Remember to read your 
evidence in the context 
of the poem.

GENRE (Optional)!
- How would you describe the poem’s general style? (e.g. satirical, pastoral)!!
IMAGERY / FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE!
- Are metaphors and personification employed? To what effects?!
- What patterns of ‘mental pictures’ are presented and to what effects?!
- What senses are engaged by these images? (e.g. auditory, olfactory, tactile)!
- Is there a cumulation of similar images or juxtaposition of contrasting 

images?!
- What kind of mood is evoked by the poem’s images?!
- How do the sounds from reading these images aloud contribute to the 

effects?!

FORM!
Analyse form in light of 
the poem’s overall 
purpose and effects, 
discuss the big picture 
and your ‘overall 
impression’ or explore 
the poem’s ‘coda’.

STRUCTURE / PROGRESSION!
- What is the poetic form here? (e.g. sonnet, villanelle, free verse, ballad)!
- How is the poem organised in terms of stanzas and lines? Is the poem a 

cohesive whole? Does it move from one idea to another?!
- Are there shifts in tone or effects? !
- Are there discernible patterns? (e.g. refrains, anaphora, enumeration)!
- Is line length consistent or varied? What is the effect of short / long lines?!
- Are there any abrupt breaks or visually distinctive features like indents, 

ellipsis, parenthesis or one-line stanzas?!!
RHYTHM, RHYME AND SOUND!
- What is the overall rhythm or tempo? (e.g. fast, slow, steady, staccato)!
- Are the lines short or long? What are the effects? (e.g. dreary, urgent)!
- Does the use of enjambment or end-stops enhance the overall effects?!
- What is the effect of the use of caesurae (mid-line pause), if any?!
- How do sound patterns (e.g. plosive, liquid, sibilant, fricative) contribute to 

the poem’s overall effects? (e.g. soft, dream-like, long, hard, forceful, jarring)!
- How does the use of rhyme contribute to the poem’s overall effects?!
- What is the effect of the rhyme scheme, if any? Do the shifts in rhyme 

scheme reflect a shift in idea or effect? !!
CLOSING / CLOSURE!
- Does the poem end with resolution, tension or ambivalence? Why?!
- Does the poem end on an emphatic crescendo or on a softer, calmer 

note?

CONCLUSION!
The final paragraph gives 
you an opportunity to 
present YOUR response 
to the poem’s purpose.

INTERPRETATION!
- Restate your initial analysis and response, suggesting how your 

impression has changed or not changed upon closer reading.!
- Offer your own response to the main theme or concern of the poem.
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overview 
!!

Concept Description

Methods Methods, techniques and devices refer to the way in which a writer 
communicates his ideas. In examining dramatic, narrative or poetic 
methods, we naturally focus on the effects (see next section) and 
connotative meaning, rather than the literal meaning of the words 
themselves.!!
Analysing texts involves identifying broad methods (language, style and 
form) and their relevant features (e.g. tone is part of language, structure is 
part of form) and discussing their effects at length.!!
Language!
1. Tone of the speaker or narrator!
2. Diction: the choice of certain words or word patterns!
3. Linguistic features: patterns of nouns, verbs, adjectives etc.!
4. Syntax: the choice of subject (e.g. repetition of ‘I’)!!
Style!
1. Imagery, setting and mood!
2. Figurative language: personification, metaphors and similes!
3. Sound devices: alliteration, assonance, consonance and patterns of 

sibilants, fricatives, guttural sounds etc.!!
Form!
1. Structure: poetic form, stanzaic arrangement and progression!
2. Rhythm: line length and ‘feel’ when read out loud, enjambment!
3. Rhyme and rhyme scheme 

Effects A vocabulary list of effects can be found on p60 but it is worth restating 
that describing the ‘experience’, mood, feel or sense of a text is 
fundamental to any piece of literary criticism.!!
Always consider internal effects of the text (e.g. joyful, despairing) and 
external effects on the reader / audience (e.g. menacing, comic, provocative) 
where possible.

Purpose All writing, through language, style and form, share values and attitudes 
towards themselves, others and institutions. The purpose of a text refers 
to your understanding of the writer’s ideology and concerns (e.g. the 
oppression of women, identity, social injustice, appearance and reality).!!
Texts can maintain or reinforce dominant structure and ideas within a 
society. They can also express discontent, challenge assumptions or 
subvert these prevailing structures.
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language 
!!

Feature Description

Nouns A noun is any word that 'labels' or 'names' a person, thing or idea. There 
are several types of nouns: !
(i) common nouns (e.g. computer, sandwich, cats, tablets);!
(ii) proper nouns are names for individual nouns (e.g. Coke, London, 
Simon, Bruno Mars);!
(iii) abstract nouns are 'ideas' (e.g. death, hunger, beauty);!
(iv) concrete nouns are solid objects in the real or imaginary world (e.g. 
bread, butter, clock); !
(v) collective nouns are used to name groups of individuals or things 
(e.g. parliament, audience, Liverpool FC).

Pronouns A word used often - but not always - to replace a noun. !!
Personal pronouns can be first-person (I, me), collective (we, us), 
second-person (you) or third-person (he, she, they). !!
Possessive pronouns indicate whom something belongs to and can 
denote power relations (e.g. my, your, his, her, its, our, their).

Voice A typical sentence will be cast in the active voice (e.g. 'The teacher led 
the lesson'). In such a sentence, the subject (S) is also the agent of the 
action told by the verb (V). This action is transferred to the object of the 
sentence (O). A typical sentence conforms to an SVO structure.!!
A different type of sentence construction is possible. In this, the subject 
position can be filled not by the agent but by what, in the active sentence, 
was the verb's object (e.g. 'The lesson was led by the teacher.') Such a 
sentence is written in the passive voice. 

Verbs The verb becomes the central element of any sentence or clause. 
Dynamic verbs tell of an action (to hit, to call, to sing); stative verbs or 
mental verbs tell of a state of being (to be - am, is, was, were - to think, 
hope, seem, appear, feel, etc.).

Modal verbs Modal verbs are special verbs that behave differently. Ranging from low 
modality (e.g. can) to high modality (e.g. must), they often denote 
ability, likelihood, permission and obligation. !!
Examples: can, could, may, might, shall, should, will, would, must, ought to.

Adverbs A class of words that add detail about the way an action occurred  
(e.g. quickly, especially, nearly, there)

Adjectives A word class which contains words that add detail to a noun or pronoun 
(e.g. busy, active, tired).
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Intensifiers Intensifiers are a special kind of adverb. An intensifier is used when the 
meaning of another adverb or adjective needs to be changed. Examples of 
intensifiers are: very, quite, absolutely and extremely but there are more.

Conjunctions A word used to link words, phrases and clauses. Common conjunctions 
are and, but, or, either... or, neither...nor.

Diction / Register Diction refers to a writer’s choice of words, or lexical choice. Diction is 
clearly an important aspect of creating a suitable style or register; we use 
different vocabulary to mean and suggest different things to suit a 
particular audience or purpose. !!
There are four main ways one can analyse a writer’s choice of words:!!
1. Formality: a character may speak in a formal, courtly, ceremonious 

tone or employ an informal, colloquial, conversational manner of 
speech. The diction in The Age of Innocence is especially formal given its 
high-society setting, whereas the characters in All My Sons speak in 
ordinary, mundane language representative of the American Midwest.  !

2. Style: language can be of a high style that is connotative, poetic, 
heightened or of a low style that is denotative, plain and unrefined . 
The title character of Othello speaks in ‘high’, noble dramatic verse form 
but collapses to ‘low’, rough and vulgar prose later in the play.!!

3. Intensity: words can be absolute (‘always’, ‘every’), strong and forceful 
or tentative (‘maybe’, ‘could’), mild and restrained.!!

4. Clarity: Words can be ambiguous and have ‘more than one possible 
meaning’, creating an air of mystery or suspense. Words can also be 
emphatic and direct.

Tone The speaker or narrator’s implicit attitude toward the reader or the 
people, places, and events in a work as revealed by the elements of the 
writer’s style. !!
Tone may be characterised as serious or ironic, sad or happy, private or 
public, angry or affectionate, bitter or nostalgic, or any other attitudes 
and feelings that human beings experience.!!
Your analysis of tone should be supported by analysis of perspective and 
diction (especially modal verbs, verbs and adjectives). Simple phrases such 
as ‘I will do’ and ‘I am the unnoticeable man’ can tell us a lot about attitude.!!
Rhythm, rhyme and sound often enhances or contributes to the speaker’s 
tone, but is rarely its primary indicator.

Feature Description
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Syntax!
(Prose Rhythm)

Syntax refers to the ordering of words into meaningful phrases, clauses, 
and sentences. Key aspects of syntax to look out for are the sentence type 
(simple or complex), voice (active or passive) and arrangement of words (to 
highlight agency, power, importance). A sentence can be of three types: !
1. A simple sentence is a sentence that contains a single subject and verb 
(e.g. The cat sat down). !

2. A compound sentence is a sentence that contains more than one main 
clause; these clauses must be linked by a conjunction or a semicolon. 
(e.g. The cat sat down and slept.) !

3. A complex sentence is a sentence that contains a mixture of clause 
types. A complex sentence must contain (as all sentences) at least one 
main clause but will also contain a second kind of clause acting as a 
dependent or subordinate clause. Subordinate clauses often begin 
with a subordinating conjunction such as however, although, even 
though, because, etc. There is also a special kind of sentence, often 
used in speech, called a 'minor sentence'.!!

A loose sentence generally contains a main clause plus subordinate 
clauses. It can be described as cumulative as it adds more and more 
detail, taking the focus away from the subject. (e.g. ‘He went into town to 
buy groceries, visit his friends and go to the bookstore.’)!!
Conversely, a periodic sentence holds the reader’s interest by displaying 
subordinate ideas first and delays the main idea until the end of the 
sentence. (e.g. ‘And though I have the gift of prophecy, and understand all 
mysteries, and all knowledge and though I have all faith, so that I could 
remove mountains, and have not charity, I am nothing.’)!!
A paratactic style translates to short, simple sentences or clauses with 
few connections, allowing the reader to form their own interpretation. 
(e.g. ‘Sun was shining. We went for a walk.’)!!
A hypotactic style, on the other hand, entails sentences or clauses that 
are dependent on another. This delivers a more structured, rigid form. 
(e.g. ‘Let the reader be introduced to Joan Didion, upon whose character and 
doings much will depend of whatever interest these pages may have, as 
she sits at her writing table in her own room in her own house on 
Welbeck Street.’)!!
When considering prose rhythm, we have to take into account syntax, 
implied pauses and punctuation - commas, semicolons (;), colons (:), dashes, 
ellipsis / ellipses (…) and full stops. In poetry, lines might be marked by 
end-stops and caesurae.  The ‘flow’ of a text is often enhanced by how 
the lines are read. A plodding rhythm can reflect fatigue or boredom, just 
as a quick rhythm can lend to the urgency or excitement of the speaker.

Feature Description
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Sentences A sequence of words constructed within rules of grammar. It is made up 
of words, phrases (small clusters of words) and clauses (groups of words 
that form a part of a sentence or a whole sentence)!!
A sentence can fulfil one of four functions:!
1. It can make a statement. This is called a declarative sentence (e.g. 'I 

am overweight.') Declaratives usually follow the word order SV 
(subject first, verb second).!

2. It can ask a question. This is called an interrogative sentence, (e.g. 
'Am I overweight?') and indicated by a question mark.!

3. It can demand an action. This is called an imperative sentence, (e.g. 
'Sit down, please.') indicated by a lack of subject (but 'you' is implied).!

4. It can make an exclamation. This is called an exclamatory sentence, 
(e.g. 'What a mess!'), indicated by an exclamation mark.

Feature Description
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style 
!!

Feature Description

Titles Titles of poems (‘The Rime of the Ancient Mariner’), plays (All My Sons) 
and novels (The Age of Innocence) and their parts are significant because 
they often prefigure the writer’s style and concerns, giving the reader ‘a 
sense of what is to come’. Whether it suggests the speaker’s attitude or 
illustrates the events that will unfold before our eyes, a title creates and 
enhances the purpose of the text.

Genre A type or category of literature or film marked by certain shared features 
or conventions. !!
Examples of genres might include comedy, tragedy, tragicomedy, 
naturalism, melodrama, satire, picaresque and social-realist. The 
Age of Innocence might be described as a ‘naturalistic’ modern novel.

Mood Evident in poetry, prose and drama, mood is the atmosphere, the 
feeling, ‘experience’ created by diction, dialogue, imagery and setting. 
While tone describes the voice of the speaker / narrator, mood often 
refers to the setting. For instance, the haunting, mysterious sequence of 
events in William Stafford’s ‘Travelling through the Dark’ bring across the 
persona’s increasing fear and shock at the death of the animal.

Figurative language Language that varies from the norms of literal language and does not mean 
exactly what it says, but instead forces the reader to make an imaginative 
leap in order to understand the writer’s ideas. It usually involves a 
comparison between two things that may not, at first, seem to relate to 
one another.!!
A metaphor is a literary figure of speech that makes a comparison 
between two unlike things, without using the word ‘like’ or ‘as’. An 
example is when Macbeth asserts that life is a ‘brief candle.’!!
A simile is a common figure of speech that makes an explicit comparison 
between two things by using words such as like, as, than, appears, and seems: 
‘A bite of Mrs Pi’s muffins is like a punch in the stomach’ or my personal 
example, ‘The coffee from the Arts canteen is like long kang jui.’

Imagery Imagery refers to the "mental pictures" that readers experience with a 
passage of literature. It signifies all the sensory perceptions referred to 
in a poem, whether by literal description, allusion, simile, or metaphor. 
Imagery is not just visual, also including auditory (sound), tactile (touch), 
thermal (heat and cold), olfactory (smell), gustatory (taste), and kinesthetic 
sensation (movement).!!
Note to student: ‘Imagery’ is a very common, loose term that can also 
refer to setting, metaphors, similes, motifs and symbols in any given text.
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Motifs A recurring object, concept, or structure in a work of literature. A motif 
may also be two contrasting elements in a work, such as good and evil, 
light and dark or a concrete item such as a rose.!!
The theatre, prison and tribal motifs are prevalent through much of The 
Age of Innocence, entering into Archer’s consciousness and the narrator’s 
description of the world. Note how these motifs do not exist as real 
objects or places in the world of Old New York. Symbols, on the other 
hand, refer to actual objects that mean something else.

Symbols A person, object, image, word, or event that evokes a range of additional 
meaning beyond and usually more abstract than its literal significance. 
Common symbols include water, nature, seasons and in The Age of 
Innocence, fire and ice, yellow roses and lilies-of-the-valley.

Irony The use of words to convey the opposite of their literal meaning; a 
statement or situation where the meaning is contradicted by the 
appearance or presentation of the idea.!!
1. verbal irony is when a speaker says one thing to mean something else.!
2. dramatic irony is when an audience perceives something that a 
character in the literature does not know.!
3. situational irony is a discrepancy between the expected result and 
actual results.

Repetition and 
cumulation

Repetition of the same words, phrases or images or the accumulation of 
similar words, phrases and images are significant, lending emphasis to the 
previous word, phrase or image but often producing new meaning on their 
own. The same can be said of enumeration or listing.!!
More importantly, do pay attention to the word, phrase or image being 
repeated or enumerated in context. Avoid telling us about ‘emphasis’ 
when the focus should really be on the very idea being reinforced or new 
idea being brought out.

Sound Assonance is the repetition of vowel sounds (E.g. Feet sweep by sleep), 
whereas consonance is the repetition of consonant sounds (E.g a dark 
deep dread). !!
Liquid consonants (‘l’, ‘r’) have a ‘fluid’ sound and can be prolonged or 
sharp. Fricatives (‘th’, ‘f ’, ‘ch’) and its subset sibilants (‘s’, ‘z’, ‘j’) are 
‘hiss’-like and tend to be soft. Plosive sounds (‘p’, ‘b’, ‘t’) and guttural 
sounds (‘g’, ‘c’, ‘k’, ‘q’) are ‘oral stops’ that tend to be harsh and forceful.!!
Vowels that are short and sharp quicken rhythm, making lines more 
active, lively, agile. !!
Vowels that are long and soft slow down the lines, making them more 
serious or mournful.

Feature Description
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Perspective /!
Point of view

The way the events of a story are conveyed to the reader. A reader is given 
multiple ‘points of view’, which may include:!!
1. The first-person narrator is common in many works. The reader 

only gains access to this character, who may be the protagonist or a 
‘minor’ character, and his or her thoughts. First-person narration is 
conventionally regarded as limited, subjective and possibly 
unreliable. !

2. The omniscient narrator is an ‘all-knowing’ narrator that can enter 
characters’ minds, describe and comment on action in the world of the 
text. This narrator can be partial or impartial to his / her characters, 
at times making narratorial interjections to comment on the action. 
The third-person omniscient narrator is generally regarded as objective.  !

3. Direct discourse refers to the quoted words of a character given by 
the narrator. This provides the reader ‘direct’ access to the characters’s 
thoughts and feelings, even though the narrator does provide 
commentary through the surrounding text (e.g. She looked at the hotel 
room and she thought, "It will be nice to will stay here tomorrow.") !

4. Free indirect discourse is a method where the features of first 
person direct speech are combined with those of third person indirect 
speech. It is the narrator who conveys the character’s thoughts 
and speech in the character’s ‘voice’ - diction and syntax - without any 
obvious indication (e.g. She looked at the hotel room. It would be nice to 
stay here tomorrow.)!!

In poetry, the speaker is also known as the persona and is not equivalent 
to the writer. The persona or speaker is a ‘character’ crafted by the poet.!!
It is worth commenting on the perspective used in the poetic, narrative 
and dramatic texts you encounter as it is significant to the effects. !!
For instance, Archer’s perception of May and Ellen in The Age of Innocence 
is terribly flawed and reveals more about his self-importance and 
immaturity than it does about the two female characters. !!
Similarly, an audience of A Streetcar Named Desire is more likely to believe 
Stella than they are Blanche. While the latter is locked in her fantasy 
world and seems to invent her past as she goes along, the former has a 
more grounded, objective point of view that the audience can adopt.!!!!!!!

Feature Description
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form 
!!

Feature Description

Setting The physical and social context in which the action of a story occurs. The 
major elements of setting are the time, the place, and the social environment 
that frames the characters. Setting can be used to evoke a mood or 
atmosphere that will prepare the reader for what is to come.

Structure Stanzas, chapters, Parts and Acts are organised for particular effects and 
purposes. !!
The same can be said of poetic forms. Sonnets (both English and Italian) 
and villanelles are the two most common poetic forms that you will 
encounter. Look them up on the Internet. !!
Line arrangement, in the form of run-on lines, end-stopped lines, and 
caesuras (pauses in a line) can also play a significant part in enhancing the 
overall experience of a poem.

Progression A most significant ‘feature’ to comment on is the connection between 
chapters, scenes and acts. How does the second stanza build on the first? 
How does this scene undercut the first Act of the play? How does one 
chapter reinforce the ideas of another? !!
Never park the text in a silo; connect a particular episode, scene, chapter 
with similar / different ones in terms of ideas and effects.!!
You should examine shifts and cumulation of effects. Does the play 
become increasingly tense and hostile? Does the poem shift from a 
nonchalant tone to a pessimistic, despairing tone?

Characterisation Writers employ a multitude of methods to ‘flesh out’ their characters, 
including but not limited to:  !
1. Physical description, dressing and manner!
2. ‘Scenic’ description of a character’s behaviour / action!
3. Direct speech that gives unfiltered insight into psyche and attitudes!
4. Multiple points of view: (i) how a character sees himself; (ii) how a 

character sees others; (iii) how other characters see him;  
(iv) how the omniscient narrator sees him (i.e. narrative commentary)!

5. Contrasts and parallels with other characters!
6. Names, setting, motifs and imagery

Plot At the beginning of a narrative, the exposition is the author's providing 
of some background information to the audience about the plot, 
characters' histories, setting, and theme.
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Plot (Cont’d) The climax is the moment in a play, novel, short story, or narrative poem 
at which the crisis reaches its point of greatest intensity and is thereafter 
resolved. It is also the peak of emotional response from a reader or 
spectator and usually the turning point in the action.!!
A denouement is the final outcome of the main conflict in a play or 
story. Usually the climax (the turning point) of the work has already 
occurred by the time the denouement occurs.!!
Closure refers to the sense of completion or finality at the conclusion of a 
work, especially a feeling that all the problems have been resolved 
satisfactorily. Closure is traditionally achieved in the denouement.

Poetic form Poetry written in a a specific or traditional pattern according to the 
required rhyme, meter, line length, line groupings, and number of lines is 
said to be of a closed poetic form. Examples of a closed-form poetry include 
Petrarchan sonnets, Shakespearean sonnets, villanelles, haikus, 
ballads and limericks, which have set numbers of syllables, lines, fixed 
rhyme schemes, and traditional subject-matter such as love and nature.!!
A poem of variable length, one which can consist of as many lines as the 
poet wishes to write is of an open poetic form. Every poem written in open 
poetic form is unique, and often composed in free verse with no set 
structures of metre and rhyme.!!
Poems consist of stanzas, not paragraphs. We commonly refer to couplets 
(2-line stanzas), tercets (3), quatrains (4), quintet (5), sestets (6), octets (8). The 
space between stanzas is called a stanza or line break.

Rhyme Rhyme is a matching similarity of sounds in two or more words, especially 
when their accented vowels and all succeeding consonants are identical.  !!
End rhyme is a rhyme on the final word of the line and can be divided 
into the following: (i) masculine rhyme is rhyme on the final stressed 
syllable of words. (E.g. ‘Fall ’ and ‘all ’) and; (ii) feminine rhyme is a rhyme 
on the two final syllables of words. (E.g. ‘Treasure’ and ‘pleasure’) !
Eye rhyme (also called visual rhyme) is based on the spelling of words 
that are pronounced differently. (E.g. ‘Thorough’ and ‘rough’, ‘slaughter’ and 
‘laughter’). !!
An internal rhyme is a rhyme on words within a line rather than at the 
end.

Rhyme scheme The pattern of rhyme. The traditional way to mark these patterns of 
rhyme is to assign a letter of the alphabet to each rhyming sound at the 
end of each line (e.g. ABAB, AABB, CDECDE).!!
Ballad (quatrains): ABCB or AABA

Feature Description
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Rhyme scheme!
(Cont’d)

Villanelle (5 tercets ending with a quatrain, noted for refrain): !
A1 b A2 / a b A1 / a b A2 / a b A1 / a b A2 / a b A1 A2!!
Shakespearean sonnet (14 lines ending with a heroic couplet):!
ABAB CDCD EFEF GG!!
Petrarchan sonnet (14 lines, octet plus sestet): ABBA ABBA CDE CDE 
or ABBA ABBA CDC DCD!

Poetic metre A pattern of stressed syllables alternating with syllables of less stress. 
Compositions written in meter are said to be in verse. There are many 
possible patterns of verse. Each unit of stress and unstressed syllables is 
called a ‘foot.’!!
Iambic: a lightly stressed syllable followed by a heavily stressed syllable.!
An example: "The cúrfew tólls the knéll of párting dáy."!!
Anapestic: two light syllables followed by a stressed syllable: "The 
Assyrian came dówn like a wólf on the fóld."!!
Trochaic: a stressed followed by a light syllable: "Thére they áre, my fífty 
men and wómen."!!
Dactylic: a stressed syllable followed by two light syllables: "Éve, with her 
básket, was / Déep in the bélls and grass."!!
Iambs and anapests, since the strong stress is at the end, are called "rising 
meter"; trochees and dactyls, with the strong stress at the beginning with 
lower stress at the end, are called "falling meter."!!
We name a metric line according to the number of ‘feet’ in it. If a line has 
four feet, it is tetrameter. If a line has five feet, it is pentameter. Six feet, 
hexameter, and so on. English verse tends to be pentameter, French 
verse tetrameter, and Greek verse, hexameter. When scanning a line, we 
might, for instance, describe the line as ‘iambic pentameter’ (having 
five feet, with each foot tending to be a light syllable followed by heavy 
syllable), or ‘trochaic tetrameter’ (having four feet, with each foot tending 
to be a long syllable followed by a short syllable). Here is a complete list 
of the various verse structures:!!
Monometre: one foot / Dimetre: two feet / Trimetre: three feet!
Tetrametre: four feet / Pentametre: five feet / Hexametre: six feet!
Heptametre: seven feet / Octametre: eight feet / Nonametre: nine feet!!

Feature Description
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Poetic rhythm Rhythm, in poetry, is essential to the reading or performance of poetry 
and can be defined as the patterns or recurring ‘beats’ and sounds within a 
poem. Rhythm is fundamentally about stresses (foot), syllables (metre) 
and the effects or experience of the work they produce.!!
Think about poetic rhythm the same way you would music, whether a 
hip-hop number, a classical composition or whatever is on American Idol, 
X-Factor etc. Songs can be fast, rapid, urgent, upbeat, uptempo, lively or slow, 
mellow, mellifluous, lulling. You might describe a piece as having a musical, 
melodious, lilting, harmonious, steady, legato, dulcet or dissonant, discordant, 
staccato rhythm. !!
Conveying poetic rhythm requires two skills, the first being objective (i.e. 
you can be right or wrong) and the latter being more subjective: !
1. Identifying technical features such as line length (short or long), 

caesurae (pauses, dashes, commas, ellipsis) and the overall flow (fluid 
or plodding, steady or erratic), enjambment and end-stops;!!

2. Reading the poem ‘aloud’ and acquiring a ‘feel’ of the poem’s overall 
effects — this is where the italicised words above come in. You have to 
make a case for why the poem seems ‘mellow’ or ‘jarring’ to you.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Feature Description
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effects 
!!
The point of studying Literature is to comprehend beyond the surface of things. When we 
communicate, we mean more than what our words represent in the dictionary; whether visual, 
spoken or written, texts have an effect on their addressee. Effects can be divided into internal 
and external effects.!!
Words themselves are constructed to create a particular ‘feel’ or mood: writers shape the reader’s 
experience of a text, influencing us to respond to characters or circumstances in particular ways. 
We must be able to read texts at an emotive level and ‘think backwards’ to truly understand ‘how 
the writing works’. This does require a vast arsenal of words, especially adjectives, that can 
describe the internal effects of a text:!!
Responding to Christina Rossetti’s ‘Ghostland’, a student commented on the haunting quality of 
its obtrusively abnormal, unnatural setting. He saw how the poem creates suspense, evoking 
disturbing, surreal images of the poem’s speaker in a trance-like state. Rossetti’s style can be said to 
reflect the delirium and utter lack of control evident in her disquieting dreamscape. Poetic and 
narrative texts transport us to different worlds; dramatic texts can accomplish the same 
overarching effect but come across as more immediate to a reader.!!
An audience entertained by Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest may deem his wordplay  
and situational comedy scandalously, uproariously funny. With no shortage of ornaments in the 
English language to describe the comic, we can decorate Wilde’s play with words ranging from 
farcical to witty, droll to satirical. !!
Dramatic, poetic and narrative texts are also elicit reactions from their intended audience. We 
can use verbs to show external effects on the reader or audience: we can be enlightened, challenged, 
provoked or disturbed by what we read or see. Vivid detail may immerse or overwhelm us in the 
writer’s imagined world. Conversely, the illusion of fiction is also sometimes broken and intruded 
upon by a narrator. Late modern and post-modern drama go so far as to purpose itself towards 
destabilising or subverting our expectations. !!
The possibilities, while not exactly endless, are for you to explore. Enjoy the next page.!!
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Some adjectives (internal effects in the text) !
Intensity!
Forceful, Emphatic, Resounding, Overwhelming, Unbridled, Strong!
Subdued, Faint, Muted, Restrained, Soft, Gentle, Mild!!
Mood !
Hypnotic, Enchanting, Haunting, Mesmeric, Unreal, Surreal, Dreamlike, Phantasmagoric!
Disturbing, Unnerving, Harrowing, Horrific, Sinister, Macabre, Bleak!
Realistic, Concrete, Naturalistic, Ambiguous, Ambivalent, Obscure!
Emotive, Sentimental Stirring, Poignant, Joyful, Euphoric, Ecstatic, Rapturous!
Pensive, Introspective, Reflective, Nostalgic, Wistful, Sentimental!!
Tone!
Comic, Playful, Teasing, Mocking, Sardonic, Satirical, Irreverent, Blithe!
Optimistic, Hopeful, Buoyant, Sanguine, Praising, Acclamatory, Celebratory!
Pessimistic, Regretful, Resigned, Acquiescent, Accepting!
Lamenting, Anguished, Aggressive, Fervent, Bitter, Virulent!
Mournful, Sorrowful, Rueful, Sombre, Solemn, Austere, Grim!
Despondent, Desolate, Despairing, Dreary, Gloomy!!
Style!
Simple, Plain, Subtle, Restrained, Understated!
Strong, Charged, Exaggerated, Indulgent, Hyperbolic!
Formal, Elevated, Courtly, Ceremonious!
Informal, Casual, Conversational, Colloquial!
Rich, Evocative, Poetic, Lyrical, Lurid, Vivid, Majestic, Resplendent!!
Sound and rhythm!
Calming, Lulling, Lilting, Musical, Melodic!
Soft, Faint, Rustling, Sensual, Euphonic!
Resonant, Reverberating, Incantatory, Throbbing, Unremitting!
Sharp, Harsh, Thunderous, Piercing, Raucous, Jarring!!!
Some verbs (external effects on the reader) !
Evoke!
Rouse, trigger, elicit, excite, entrance, enkindle, uplift, celebrate, extol, encourage 
... the reader’s sympathy, fear, condemnation, regard!!
Invoke!
Invite, imagine, call to mind, call attention to, illuminate, enlighten, highlight, reinforce!!
Provoke!
Call into question, challenge, subvert, oppose, undercut, unsettle, shock, agitate!
...the reader’s expectations, preconceptions!
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writing literarily 
!!
Writing about poetic, narrative and dramatic texts requires a literary vocabulary and syntax that 
communicates the methods, features and effects in the work. Note how the subject of each sentence is a 
method (e.g. intensifier, repetition) and the object the idea or concern in the text.!!

!

How a writer’s use of language, style and form creates and enhances the meaning of a text

The use of the intensifier, “very” presents 
portrays 
depicts

the character as...

The repetition of the word, “always” suggests 
implies

that appearances lie.

Significantly, the narrator’s skewed portrayal illustrates 
elucidates 
demonstrates

to the reader the possibility 
that...

The floral images employed by the writer! signify 
symbolise 
embody

the romantic undercurrent in 
the relationship.

The choice of the word, “unimaginable” reflects 
reveals 
mirrors

a sense of disbelief

As evident in the italicisation of the word 
“truly“, the ironic tone in Poem A

conveys 
expresses 
evinces

the air of cynicism in the 
poem.

It is arguable that the atypical ABCDDBC 
rhyme scheme

exudes 
conjures 
creates

a jarring effect on the reader

The conventional form of the lyrical ballad evokes 
renders 
projects 
lends

a sense of romance towards 
what is in fact a tragedy.!

The comic style of the poem highlights 
underscores 
reinforces 
intensifies

the malignity of men in their 
objectification of women.

The pronounced / distinct capitalisation of 
“Honour” and “Glory”!

shifts 
alters 
transforms

the attitude of the persona 
from… to…

The subtle / muted use of “envy” instead of 
“admire” or “like”!

makes the reader 
begs the reader 
calls for us 
invites us

to reconsider his original view 
of the character as..!

!
The biting, caustic nature of the dialogue

foregrounds 
foreshadows 
prefigures

the character’s subsequent 
revenge plot.
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Referring to literary works in essays!
The titles of poems and songs are generally cited with quotation marks (e.g. ‘Richard Cory’, ‘One 
Art’, ‘Yellow Submarine’). For Section A, you may simply refer to the poem as ‘the poem’ or in the 
case of poetry comparison for H2 students, ‘Poem A’ and ‘Poem B’.!!
The titles of novels and plays are generally italicised (e.g. The Age of Innocence, All My Sons) or 
underlined (e.g. Othello, A Streetcar Named Desire, The Scarlet Letter). It is impractical to write 
in italics, so we recommend you underline the titles of your set texts. This is especially crucial in 
distinguishing the protagonist Othello from the play.!!
Avoid using acronyms such as AOI, AMS, ASND and TSL in your writing. You should refer to the 
full title of each set text at least once. You may then use abbreviated titles such as Age, Streetcar 
and Scarlet. The titles of All My Sons and Othello are too short to warrant abbreviation.!!
Citing evidence in essays!
You should generally try to weave the evidence into your analysis and commentary. You can do 
this by using brackets ( ) or square brackets [ ] within the quotation to change the form of words. 
For instance, you may morph “I still call’ into “the persona ‘still call(s)’. You can also use brackets 
to insert evidence when you cannot weave the quotation in.!!
Use / to denote line breaks in poetry or in dramatic verse (e.g. ‘For, sir, / It is as sure as you are 
Roderigo, / Were I the Moor, I would not be Iago’). !!
Evidence can range from the level of the text, to its divisions (Act, Scene, Book, Chapter), to 
paragraph / stanza level (e.g. ‘the first stanza shows...’), line level (‘the disconnected number I still 
call’), word level (‘still’) and even sound / syllable level (the ‘s’ sound in ‘still’). Close analysis requires 
one to quote at line / word level and comment assiduously (e.g. The use of  the word, ‘still’ 
suggests that the persona is disappointed with his father). !!
We generally do not recommend you quote entire lines when analysing tone, diction or imagery 
as your analysis will become overly general or unclear in some cases. If you do have to quote 
multiple lines, leave one line between the quotation and the paragraphs above and below.!!
Elements of a paragraph!
The W-H-Y (What, How, Why) model provides sufficient guidance but each section can be 
broken down further:!!
1. What refers to any preliminary idea (about the writer’s concern or a character) or method that 

you want to focus on. This is generally your topic sentence.!
2. A proper discussion of How requires you to identify a relevant method if you have not done so 

in the topic sentence, cite ample evidence (at least 3 quotations) and evaluate the effects of this 
method. As mentioned, evidence should vary from Act / chapter to line / word / sound level.!

3. Why is where you interpret the methods and effects of a text for meaning, elaborating on the 
writer’s ideas and concerns (e.g. the powerlessness of the individual). This is where you respond 
with your personal insight on the text.!!

Every paragraph should thus link abstract ideas and concerns to concrete evidence and details: 
Purpose of the text, ideas and concerns, analysis of methods and their effects, general evidence (e.g. 
paragraph 2), specific evidence down to line, word and syllable level. 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The paragraphs below have been fragmented to demonstrate how to sequence paragraph elements. Pay 
attention to their analysis of methods and effects and response to ideas and purpose.!!

!

Paragraphs from the 2012 Promotional Examination Paragraph Elements

The constant juxtaposition of 'we people on the pavement' against the 
individual 'Richard Cory' creates a division between the society presented 
and the man discussed. !!
Words associated with elevated status are used to describe Richard Cory 
('gentleman', 'crown', 'clean favoured', 'imperially slim', fluttered pulses', 
'glittered', 'admirably', 'grace') while the persona describes himself as part 
of a society which stands 'on the pavement', 'worked', 'went without the 
meat, and cursed the bread'. !!
This clear division of status indicates inequality in wealth and unattainable 
status like that of royalty ('a king', 'crown', 'imperially'). Even the name 
Richard Cory sounds intentionally elevated. He is the only named 
character in the entire poem, described by a collective, general 'we' 
deprived of the same wealth and privileges. !!
Yet, the character of Richard Cory was not deemed an enemy because 
despite his wealth and perceived superiority, he is portrayed as humble by 
the speaker, 'always quietly arrayed' and always human'. The exclusion, 
then, appears to be from the speaker who in a way put Cory on a pedestal 
('in his place'). !!
The constant juxtaposition between the speaker and the subject conveys a 
sense of deliberate though non-malicious exclusion of Richard Cory from 
the rest of the society.!

Amy Leung 1T07

- Method identified!
- Linked to idea!!!
- Effect of diction!
- Evidence in brackets!!
- Evidence!!!
- Elaboration on evidence!
- Two more methods!
- Effect discussed!!!!!
- Idea and evidence 
(underlined for emphasis) !
- Idea developed!!!
- Reiterate analysis and 

interpretation

As the poem progresses, the narrator's tone shifts to more a malicious and 
bitter one, hinting that the public opinion of his character turns to one of 
sour envy.  Already, the speaker's caustic exaggeration of Cory's charm and 
goodness is clear, but it becomes even more so as the poem progresses. !!
The poet writes 'and he was richer--yes, richer than a king--' with the use 
of '--yes' as if expressing disbelief or shock that he could have been any 
more 'perfect'. !!
The repeated use of 'and' throughout the poem also gives the reader a 
sense of exasperated enumeration of his objective qualities. His actual 
imperfection, however, is revealed in 'we thought that he was everything', 
giving an ominous sense of a fall from grace. !!
In fact, the ending of the poem is foreshadowed at the very start of the 
poem by a sinister repetition of 'was' when describing him. The poem 
begins to reveal bitter envy in the perception of his character and also 
hints matter-of-factly at his downfall.!

Chew Wei Li 1T08

- TS starts with method and 
ends with idea!
- Focus on diction and tone!!!
- Close analysis of evidence 

and its effects!!!
-Further analysis of method 

with effect!
- Idea!!!
-More analysis with effect!!
- Idea!
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essays 
!!
On ‘Auto Wreck’ 
!
Karl Shapiro’s ‘Auto Wreck’, as its stark, emotionless title suggests, presents the issue of 
death in the context of an accident. The use of stylistic features such as imagery reflects 
the unpredictability of and grimness of death and through the eyes of the persona, we as 
readers are forced to rethink the notion of death and our lack of comprehension of 
death.!
!
Death is not immediately introduced in the poem; instead it opens with a calm and 
peaceful image created by the sibilance of ‘soft silver bell’ but it quickly transitions into a 
chaotic image of an ‘ambulance at top speed’ and ‘doors leap open’ clearly illustrating the 
suddenness and severity of the accident that has occurred. There is a foreshadowing of 
death with the ‘flare pulsing out red light’ like a severed ‘artery’. Furthermore, the 
repetition in ‘beating, beating’ seems to imitate the heartbeat of the victim, portraying 
his struggle to survive.!
!
The ethereal image of the ambulance ‘floating’ with ‘beacons’ and ‘wings’ brings to mind 
the concept of heaven, spiritual implying a passing away. The allusion to a church bell 
ringing for a funeral seen in the ‘bell... tolls once’ signifies his death and this is further 
supported by the ‘mangled’ and ‘terrible cargo’ of his corpse, painting an even more 
ghastly and grim picture of death.!
!
The victim, having died, is treated rather carelessly with the doors of the ambulance 
closed as an ‘afterthought’. His death does not appear to be be of strong importance to 
the caps either as their ‘composed’ actions come off as being rather impersonal and 
robotic. Moreover, the lack of urgency in how ‘one is still making notes’ reflects their 
lack of concern for the victim’s death. In the eyes of professionals, such as the police and 
paramedics, who constantly have to deal with death, the end of one person’s life is of no 
particular significance and treated as an everyday occurrence, despite the abrupt and 
grotesque nature of death. However, this apathy does not reflect the general consensus of 
society; the cops and ambulance attendants merely represent one facet of society and 
since their professions require them to deal with death on a daily basis, they are in a way 
desensitised to it (in contrast to the persona’s ‘deranged’ state of mind).!
!
There is a change in perspective from stanza one to stanza two with the first having an 
omniscient speaker to relay to readers the setting of the auto wreck. We get an impartial 
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and unbiased sense of what is happening . There are no personal feelings to cloud the 
actual events occurring (or our interpretation of them). However, in stanza two, the 
speaker changes to the first-person in the collective pronoun of ‘we’. This persona is most 
likely a witness of the accident or a bystander, in turn symbolising society in general. This 
shift in perspective changes the poem to a more personal, poignant one and as readers, 
we are made to feel the persona’s shock whilst retaining our own objectivity.!
!
Although the persona is not physically injured or hurt in the accident, the victim’s death 
affects them emotionally as reflected in their figurative ailments of ‘throats... tight as 
tourniquets’ and ‘feet were bound with splints’. Their emotional suffering is compounded 
by the plosive ‘t’ sounds highlighting the fact that they are highly disturbed by the loss of 
an innocent life. Furthermore, the introduction of the persona with the declarative that 
‘We are deranged’ and the strong use of diction reflects the witnesses’ inner turmoil of 
seeing the accident.!
!
Despite the empathy, the bystanders do not truly comprehend the death they have 
witnessed. They attempt to understand through the use of ‘common sense’ when in 
actuality, they do not. The oxymorons ‘sickly smile and grim joke’ reflect their disbelief 
and the reason why no one seems able to grasp the meaning of death is that it can only be 
comprehended by those taken by death. This elusive paradox of death presents itself in 
many forms such as ‘death in war’ and ‘suicide’ and these are understandable and logical 
because they are ‘done by hands’, ‘logic’ or ‘cause’. But in the case of accidents, one does 
not know ‘Who shall die?’ and ‘Who is innocent?’, the rhetorical questions reflecting the 
illogical nature of death in this instance. The lack of definition in death is best 
exemplified by the comparison to ‘the occult mind, Cancels our physics’ illustrating the 
mysticism of death, that it is simply not meant to be understood. ‘The traffic moves 
around with care’ is ironic because only after a death, the traffic—which caused the death 
of the victim—is now moving carefully, as though death is mocking the next unsuspecting 
victims of its brutal ‘spatter[ing]’.!
!

Nurul Huda Salleh!
1T01 2012!

!
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On ‘Auto Wreck’!
!
The poem “Auto Wreck” by Karl Shapiro presents a scene of a car accident where a 
person—or possibly several people—has been fatally wounded. It aims to bring to the 
readers’ attention how despite the large tragedy that has just occurred, the passersby 
remain fully indifferent and are simply watching the series of events unfold with an 
unemotional detachment. It urges the reader to question whether in this machine driven 
world where technology is sometimes substituted for human company, we have lost our 
compassion and emotions, dehumanising us as we conform to the cold structure of 
society. The poem has several instances of disturbing and, to a certain extent, gruesome 
imagery which darkens the mood and creates a sense of tension in the reader.!
!
The choice of the title “Auto Wreck” sets up the poem and gives the reader a sense of 
what the poem might be about. There is no extra information besides the fact that the 
poem is about a car crash. These two particular words, when used together and used to 
represent the entire poem as a title, carry a very factual tone. There is no evidence of any 
feeling or emotions or even a point of view on the situation by the person whom the 
reader is observing the situation through. In fact we only realise the poem is being 
narrated in a first person point of view in the second stanza. The opening lines of the 
poem “It’s quick soft silver bell beating, beating” with a “one ruby flare/Pulsing out red 
light like an artery” gives the reader an auditory and visual image of isolation and 
apprehension. Nothing else in the scene is described besides these two small details, 
which further underlines the noticeable emphasis on the detachment of the narrator 
from the surrounding happenings. The closing lines “And spatters all we knew of 
denouement / Across the expedient and wicked stones”. Here the poem ends on a note of 
death and the different methods people will take to get there. The tone used is 
nonchalant, not giving the experience of dying enough fear nor credit. This supports the 
uncaring, unemotional stance of the narrator of the poem and we question what the 
narrator’s point of view on death.!
!
The tone throughout the entire poem is mostly constant — a steady, somehow detached 
unfeeling narration of the series of events. In contrast to this monotonous tone, the 
words selected to describe the scene were gory and explicit, inciting grotesque images 
and a strong feeling of unease in the reader’s mind. For example, the narrator uses words 
such as “artery” to describe the lights, “mangled” to describe the injured (possibly dead) 
passengers. “Tight as tourniquets” and “bound with splints” are the choice of words the 
narrator uses to describe what he is feeling as he stays close to the accident scene and 
“touch a wound”. These choices of words aid in the construction of the morbid style the 
poet is aiming towards as he purposely juxtaposes the unemotional, factual tone of the 
narrator and the clear violent choice of words to describe the scene. The distinction 
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between the tone and the diction thus gives the reader a sinister, melancholic effect to 
clearly show how death is associated with bloodshed and violence.!
!
The imagery presented in the poem also aids in building the sense of slight disgust and 
unease in the reader. The speaker states that they “are deranged, walking among the 
cops”. This gives us the image of lifeless, ragged people, perhaps even to the extent of 
zombies, walking among people. This is the first line where it is explicitly presented that 
the poem is being narrated from a first person’s point of view, as it was extremely unclear 
in the first stanza due to the impassive tone of the poem. However the image does 
nothing to ease the sense of apprehension as it shocks us that we are “watching” this 
whole series of events from someone who isn’t even fully clear minded and conscious. 
The image of “One with a bucket [who] douches ponds of blood / Into the street and 
gutter” is particularly appalling as well. The image of such an extent of gore so 
indifferently treated that it is simply flushed down the drain to be ignored is an upsetting 
notion for the reader. This further emphasises the nonchalance of the speaker towards 
his/her surroundings despite the devastating events and lives lost. In fact the speaker goes 
on to state the main topic on their minds is “Who is innocent?” This image of the crowd 
so lacking in apathy, who “speak[s] through sickly smiles”, not caring about the victims of 
the crash and instead treating it like a show causes us as the readers to question their 
complete lack in compassion and kindness. Death is therefore not viewed as something 
to be taken note of in their society. People are indifferent towards the loss of others’ lives 
as it does not affect them.!
!
There are also uses of parallelism in the poem to further increase this sense of 
detachment of the narrator. For example “And down the dark…”, “And brakes speed… and 
One is still…”, “One with a bucket…”. These examples present the narration in an 
extremely factual form, almost like an exact report of what the narrator is seeing. As 
readers, we are unable to sense any emotion from the speaker and question if the narrator 
is affected in any way by the deaths at all. !
!
In conclusion, the poet uses several literary devices in order to convey the idea of society 
having lost the importance of each life due to their increasingly myopic view of the world 
and only being concerned with themselves and the “show” they are provided with. We are 
then inclined to reflect upon our world as there are undeniable similarities between the 
situation in the poem and in our very own society; to whether the events and responses 
of the people to death is really that far off.!!

Sarah Soo!
1T08 2012 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On ‘The Man in the Bowler Hat’!
!
Throughout the poem, the poet sustains a weary and resigned tone used to convey the 
paradoxically insignificant yet indispensable role of an individual in society. The title of 
the poem, ‘The Man in the Bowler Hat’ establishes the bowler hat as a sign of conformity 
in society, of becoming a face in the crowd through a (daily) acceptance of the uniform – 
and job – of a mere white-collar worker.!
!
In the first stanza, the subject of the poem is introduced in the first-person, ‘I am the 
unnoticed’ and is followed by a repetition of the third-person description of ‘The Man’. 
This is both symbolic and metaphorical as the persona begins to describe through the use 
of repetition for emphasis, how he is ‘unnoticeable’. He believes he is representative of 
the everyman, yet no man at all, with no individuality, being able to take any form, first as 
the man on the morning train, easily overlooked. The poet’s use of direct address in ‘you’ 
marks a sense of inclusion with underlying blame, as though the reader had seen through 
the man ‘like a windowpane’ and hence is somehow at fault for the insignificance of the 
persona. In the last lines of the same stanza, the ‘man’ takes on different metaphorical 
forms, first the colour of the carriage and then of smoke. This imagery is both of 
nondescript, somewhat unsubstantial things that do not play a significant role in one’s 
life, further emphasising the persona’s lack of self-worth and of being taken for granted. 
It has to be noted that the poet maintains a continuous plodding rhythm that only serves 
to further emphasise the weariness and resignation conveyed by the poem overall.!
!
In the second stanza, there is a continued use of paradoxes, with two opposing terms 
used to describe the nature of the persona’s existence: ‘too busy with a living to live’ is an 
example of this, exploring how people are so occupied working or making a living to 
actually live, in perhaps a more spiritual sense. The use of metaphors of life convey a 
sense of resentment to daily, mundane life. There is then the use of rhyming words like 
‘hurried’ and ‘worried’ to convey the burden and rush and the use of human, sensory 
words like ‘smell’ and ‘touch’. This presents a contrast between the mechanical hustle and 
bustle of everyday life with the more carefree sensations natural to human life. The last 
lines, with the repetition of the word ‘too’ puts forth a sense of the persona having 
enough, perhaps wanting to break free from his silent and subservient self that ‘wishes 
too softly and seldom’, which appear to embody the poet’s opinion of people in general 
being self-sacrificing and unwilling to ruin the order by being individualistic.!
!
The third stanza again employs the use of paradox, with the persona referring to himself 
as the ‘nation’s backbone’ who himself is ‘boneless’, the use of this metaphor emphasising 
how individuals working for a nation or company soon become slaves to them, without 
opinion or action since they are effectively ‘boneless’. The persona then laments his 
perceived insignificance, first as a mere play thing, or ‘catgut’ and then as a being who can 
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be moulded to suit some pre-determined purpose like ‘pliable clay’. This imagery of 
mouldable, insignificant objects conveys the persona’s sense of resignation to this 
position and duty in society, albeit with some resentment.!
!
The persona then daringly ventures forth, saying that he will be used and labeled ‘little’ 
until he decides to rebel and speak. He seems to resent how this higher power, referred 
to as ‘they’, have so much control over his life and under this oppression, has considered 
the possibility of a rebellion.!
!
The fourth stanza uses the personification of ‘moment’ and likens it to a train, creating 
the imagery of a ‘moment’ as fleeting and determined, with the aggression of an 
oncoming train, to which, again, the persona is a mere instrument, the ‘rails’ on which 
the moment passes on. This vivid image and metaphor further underscores the 
hopelessness with which the persona views life and how he feels overlooked and ignored 
by opportunity. The following lines are images of megaphones and statistics which are 
symbolic in their representation of the persona as a mere vehicle for the opinions and 
feelings of the masses. Here, the persona mourns the death of his individuality and how 
he is now absorbed into being a small part of a large machine that is society. Again, the 
persona feels irrelevant and taken for granted.!
!
Finally, in the last stanza, the poet employs the use of anaphora, repeating ‘I’ and ‘The’ at 
the start of each line. The first line uses vague animal imagery, of easily led animals who 
perform their duties and are fed. This dehumanisation follows through in the persona’s 
description of himself as a tool, something used but maintains that he is ‘not-quite-fool’ 
as he is aware of his own exploitation; the rhyme of ‘tool’ and ‘fool’ contribute to the 
overall rhythm of the persona’s self-contemplation. Similarly, the final lines rhyme words 
like ‘sound’, ‘bound’ and ‘ground’ to describe the silent worker as insignificant and taken 
for granted due to his ‘uncomplaining’ nature. Finally, the persona uses the image of fine 
dust to symbolise the magnitude of his significance and how we, and all workers like him, 
are tiny, torn, tired pieces of stone used to make society the looming, commanding 
‘statue’ it is.!
!

Tina Jacob!
1T03 2012!

!
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On ‘City Hall’ 
!
‘City Hall’ is Yvonne Koh’s dreary, lonely take on the life of individuals in the bustling city 
life, envisioned in a scene of a train. It, through the persona of a single commuter on a 
train, allows us to reflect greatly on how city life, despite its exuberance of movement 
and activity, causes individuals to feel alone, isolated and even dead.!
!
The title of the poem, ‘City Hall’ places focus on an imagined city hall — that which is 
the centre of business and commercial activity in any given city. It would be imagined 
with a great movement of people in and around it, with flashing lights of cars, 
advertisements and shop windows dotting the city. The title enables us to have an idea, a 
preface, of what the poem is about as well as its setting in order to better enforce the 
ideas detailed later in the poem. The title is simply a common concrete noun without any 
verbs or adjectives to add emotion to the title, and this suggests an ambiguity as well as a 
certain mechanical deadness to the site of ‘City Hall’. These effects add to the ongoing 
theme of the poem, which is of the city lacking liveliness and interest, and this would 
take a toll on those living a city life.!
!
The opening three lines of the poem allow the reader to immediately zoom into the 
immediate setting of the poem, that which is a train. Here, the persona of the poem 
thinks first of the city before herself, describing the ‘opening and closing of train doors’ 
as ‘this city’s gills’. To have such a description of the city suggests that the life of the city 
is mechanical, for it describes something non-living (‘train doors’) as something living 
(‘gills’). This provokes the reader into thinking that the main life of the city exists not in 
its people but in the mechanical infrastructure, which in essence is actually dead. ‘City 
life’ is then seen as mechanical, and dead.!
!
The persona then addresses herself mid-line from the second line to the third line, 
labelling himself ‘another pale reflection / with apparitions in the flow’. This image of the 
persona, with the use of the adjective ‘pale’ and the noun ‘apparitions’ implies that the 
persona feels as if she is a ghost. This compounds the idea that the life of the city is not 
in its people but in the city itself, and further amplifies the idea that city life causes 
people to feel lifeless. !
!
The words ‘flow’, ‘know’ and ‘go’ in the third, fifth and eight lines respectively rhyme, and 
this creates emphasis on the persona’s awareness and unawareness amidst the movement 
around him. By placing emphasis on the word ‘know’, the persona makes the ‘someone or 
other’ she mentions in the fourth line appear like someone who looks really familiar. 
However, it is only the ‘features’ of the ‘someone or other’ she knows, and not the person 
itself. This effect lends credence to the idea that city life, despite being full of familiar 
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faces seen day in and day out while commuting, causes its individuals to feel lonely and 
isolated from the rest of the city’s community. !
!
The emphasis on the word ‘go’ in the eighth line is used to amplify the strength of the 
declarative line, ‘We have our dead, we let them go’. The strong, plosive ‘g’ sound in the 
word ‘go’ furthers this effect. This eighth line appears in the middle of the poem and is 
the last instance of where the rhyme with the sound ‘-o’ is used and also is one of the two 
sentences in the poem which fully fit into one line, and all these characteristics place 
strength on the line. This line brings into picture the numerous dead people who have 
lived in the city and have been replaced by those now living in it. With the idea from 
previous lines of city individuals being imagined as ‘apparitions’ and ‘pale’, this line goes 
even further to associate them with those who are already dead. In mentioning next that 
‘we let them go’, with such a strong, climactic emphasis on the word ‘go’, the persona 
appears to make the effects of city life on an individual feel inevitable. There is a certain 
bitterness and desire from the persona to break free from city life and its effects, but the 
strong ‘go’ suggests that she is trying to convince herself not to, sacrificing freedom and 
life for the benefits associated with city life—stability and progress. !
!
The lack of structure in the poem’s rhythm and lines give a wandering, dreary feel to the 
poem and this makes even stronger the idea that city life makes its individuals feel like 
ghosts without purpose, meandering about the city.!
!
The idea that the effects of city life being inevitable suggested in the eighth line is finally 
said with conviction in the last line, which uses the strong verb ‘damned’ to fully consign 
the persona to her fate. Ultimately, the negative portrayal of city life haunts us 
throughout our lives as the city-dwellers and commuters in ‘City Hall’ are haunted by the 
opening... and closing of train doors.!
!

Bryan Joel Lim!
1T36 2012!

!
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On ‘Wakeful in a Township’ 
!
On a first reading, it seems as if the persona is lamenting her entrapment in the 
countryside. The apparent grievances of the persona is brought about by the rather dark 
and dreary images portrayed in the first 2 lines of stanza 1. ‘Melancholy dog’ and ‘shadowy 
fish’ seem to reflect a certain dullness of the atmosphere of such a ‘country town’. This 
could also reflect the dullness felt by the persona, a sense of emptiness,  as she is trapped 
in the extreme passivity of her environment. The syntax of these two lines is also rather 
uncommon with ‘Barks’ and ‘Swims’, both verbs placed at the beginning of their 
respective line. This unique sentence structure possibly signals how the persona felt from 
the rest of the people in her society—different. Therefore, these two lines evidently 
convey the suffering of the persona which in turn allows the reader to sympathise with 
his sense of entrapment.!
!
The juxtaposition of the persona with several animals is used to help the reader 
understand how the persona truly feels. This also includes the adjectives used to describe 
these animals. The adjectives ‘sleeping’ in ‘sleeping fly’ and ‘drowsy’ in ‘drowsy birds’ carry 
rather negative connotations, representing the lack of life in the township. The theme of 
darkness and dreariness seems to carry through from stanza 1. This is then contrasted 
with the ‘trotting horses’ found in stanza 5. This contrast reflects the change the persona 
wants in his life, to live an active life, and to break out of the monotony and bleakness of 
her current country lifestyle. She intends to achieve the objectives through ‘join(ing) the 
circus train’. The descriptions of these animals juxtaposed with the persona subtly 
represents the emotions of the persona, enabling the reader to have a more compre-
hensive perception of her situation.!
!
The repetition of certain words can be observed in stanzas 2 and 7 and is yet another 
attempt by the poet to convey the emotions of the persona to the reader. From stanza 2, 
‘I will take the circus train / That cries, cries on in the right / And then not again’. These 
three lines mirror what goes in the persona’s mind every single day. Only once a day does 
the circus train go by and once it goes by, there is nothing but painstaking passiveness 
once again. The escalation in noise level seems to mirror the emotional ‘rollercoaster’ 
experienced by the persona. The repetition of ‘cries, cries’ symbolically signals the crying 
out of the persona as well to just break that dullness to end the mediocre ways of life in 
the country. The repetition of ‘Lost, lost, lost’ in the final stanza allows the reader to 
comprehend the desperation of the persona. Her need to escape leaves her not minding 
being ‘lost’ in an entirely new place. Thus, repetition is key in bringing out these effects.!
!
!
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Upon closer analysis, the poem on a whole seems to be one that represents the hope of 
the persona rather than the hopelessness of her plight. The reader’s initial inclination of 
the poem being more about despair is due to lines 3 and 4, ‘Who would live in a country 
town if they had their wish?’ The use of the interrogative / rhetorical question in these 
two lines underlines the persona’s intolerance of country life and since it is near the 
beginning of the poem, sets the tone and atmosphere for the rest of our reading. 
However, in the final 2 lines, the persona seems to have achieved a completely new 
resolution, ‘I shall be in another place, Lost, lost, lost’. For the persona, it does not 
matter that she would be a complete stranger to this ‘other place’ so long as it is different. 
This ironically highlights her desperation as most would choose the unknown over the 
familiar. Her throwing caution into the wind thus better provides the reader with a 
perspective of the situation from his point of view.!
!
The poem, ‘Wakeful in the Township’ portrays the seemingly simple way of life which the 
people have become accustomed to. The persona, however, proves that he is not willing 
to be shaped by his surroundings. His dissatisfaction with the current state of affairs 
coupled with his bold intentions to alter his way of life provides the reader with the 
motivation to break free. It provides the reader with the assurance that change is indeed 
possible and all we really need is a leap of faith. The poem thus ends on a more of 
possible ‘beginnings’ for the persona, encouraging readers who are unhappy with their 
own situations to do the same. All in all, the poem conveys the hope of the persona, 
asking its readers to consider ‘breaking out of their shell’, to define their own way of life 
without ever feeling ‘wakeful’ in their enclosed ‘township’.!
!

Benjamin Mark Soh!
1T08 2012 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On ‘Richard Cory’!!
This poem takes the form of a ballad, with its focus on a main character and its rhyming 
couplets. This rhyme, combined with the fairly even rhythm and stanzaic structure, gives 
us a sense of a fairytale, or perhaps a nursery rhyme, being told about the character 
Richard Cory.!!
Firstly, through the poet’s use of hyperbole and majestic diction, we are able to clearly see 
how Cory is the epitome of a man with a very blessed life. Cory is described as ‘a 
gentleman from sole to crown’ and the hyperbole of him being such a gentleman that it 
extends throughout his entire body causes the effect of making us think highly of Cory as 
a man with an extremely outstanding moral character. Also, the word ‘crown’ connotes 
royalty, which is perhaps what the poet wishes us to feel about Cory. Another instance 
where this majestic diction is seen again is when Cory is described as ‘imperially slim’. 
The word ‘imperially’ thus evokes in us a sense that Cory is indeed a man so fine he can 
be compared to royalty. Finally, the speaker also describes to us how ‘he was rich - yes 
richer than a king -’, which uses hyperbole once again by suggesting that Cory is so rich 
that even the wealth of a king cannot compare to how rich Cory is. Also, the use of the 
word ‘king’ evokes in us a sense that Cory can be compared to, or is even better than a 
king, thus giving him the air of a majestic person. Equally notable is the use of very 
prominent caesurae in the form of hyphens in this line, which causes a very distinct 
break in the flow of rhythm in this poem, which just brings about even heavier emphasis 
on Cory as a royal and majestic figure who seems to be better than even royalty. 
Therefore, through the poet’s use of such methods, an identity of a majestic person who 
is not only extremely rich, but with the adoration of the common people—the speaker 
included—as well.!!
The poet also employs the use of juxtaposition as well, where he contrasts Cory against 
the people, thereby making him seem exclusive and in a way, an ‘outsider’ to their 
community. For example, throughout this poem that the poet employs a collective 
diction through the repetitive use of the collective noun ‘we’ and ‘us’ such as ‘We people’, 
‘we thought’, ‘To make us wish that we were’ and ‘So on we worked’. This distinctly 
separates the people from Cory, who is always referred to singularly, such as ‘looked at 
him’, ‘he was a gentleman’ and the repeated phrase ‘And he was’. This use of inclusive and 
exclusive diction thus contrasts and separates Cory from the rest of the people, therein 
rendering him exclusive from the community. Also we are given glimpses into the lives of 
the people within this community which further polarises the majestic description of 
Cory. This can be already seen from the very first two lines, where Cory is portrayed to 
have ‘went to town’, indicating that he is already in the first place, an ‘outsider’ to this 
town, and this is then more clearly emphasised—and juxtaposed—by the next line, ‘We 
people on the pavement looked at him’. The connotation of being on the pavement 
seems to suggest to us that these people lead poor lives, which perhaps metaphorically 
tells us that their lives are so poor that they are comparable to rats and other filthy 
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animals that wander the pavements, which then heavily contrasts Cory’s life, who was 
‘richer than a king’. Another instance where this can be seen is ‘And went without the 
meat and cursed the bread’, which offers us another glimpse into the lives of the people, 
where the ‘meat’ may symbolically suggests the good life that they all ‘went without’, 
making them ‘wish that [they] were in his place’, which once again juxtaposes two very 
different lives that cory and the people lead, that are almost at the very opposite end of 
the spectrum. These contrasts therefore causes us, the readers, to view Cory as the 
exclusive outsider into this community which ‘cursed the bread’, bringing out his separate 
unique identity from them.!!
Lastly, through the use of irony, the poet creates a tremendous feeling of pathos and 
sympathy for the reader in the closing lines, where Cory takes his own life. When readers 
first read the poem, we are given a rather admirable feeling towards Cory as the poet 
offers us insight towards Cory’s fine life, with the people of the community wishing to be 
be him. It is therefore tragically ironic when at the very end, he ‘went home and put a 
bullet through his head’, as Cory has deliberately chosen to end the very life that people 
were craving. Also, this poem contains a rhyme and rhythm that reminds us of a nursery 
rhyme or perhaps a fairytale and thus is highly ironic. The feeling of a relatively peaceful 
and perhaps even cheerful story evoked by this rhyme and rhythm is immediately 
destroyed by Cory’s dark and morbid suicide, making the shock and horror of this last 
line even more lasting and impactful. There is also irony in the very last two lines of the 
poem as well, in which Cory is described to kill himself ‘one calm summer night’. We are 
given the image of a tranquil setting and a hint of laziness as well, as it was a ‘summer 
night’. However, this very peaceful night is suddenly destroyed by the very violent and 
unexpected ‘twist’ and this juxtaposition of the two very different natures encapsulated 
by the two different lives further intensifies the irony of Cory, a man who seems to have 
everything, choosing to end his life in the cheery time of ‘summer’. This then brings 
about the feeling of sympathy are the reader is left to wonder what tragedy would cause a 
man who seems to have everything choose to commit suicide. The reader feels as if Cory 
is a truly lonesome soul with no sense of purpose or belonging. Our previous 
understanding of Cory, through the effective closing lines, is revised. !!
In conclusion, through the poet’s employment of several poetic techniques, we are given 
an insight into the rather short life of Richard Cory, and at the end of the poem, we are 
left to ponder whether Cory ever did feel as if he did belong, or if he ever did find his 
own sense of identity, despite having a deceptively ‘good’ life, which resulted in his tragic 
downfall.!!

Ho See Wah!
1T07 2012!!
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On ‘Richard Cory’ !
The poem revolves around a single character, ‘Richard Cory’, which is also the title of the 
poem. The voice of the speaker appears to be envious and longing, a tone that is constant 
throughout the speaker’s narration of a story. This poem deals with suicide, the idea of 
how more often than not, people are not what they appear to be. In addition, the poem 
also addresses the idea of disillusionment, where people assume an ideal or perfection but 
come to realise that their initial assessment is wrong or flawed and this is clearly 
presented through the distinction of the subject Richard Cory from the speaker’s 
perspective.!!
Firstly, the poem establishes the image of Richard Cory in order to create a lasting 
impression on the reader. This is done through enumeration of positive qualities and the 
use of connotative verbs. Richard Cory is presented as ‘a gentleman from sole to crown’, 
‘And… always quietly arrayed’. The conjunction ‘And’ in the examples lead to the effect 
that the speaker is listing the many ways in which Cory is adored by the common people, 
as though the list is never ending. The qualities of Richard Cory, being a ‘gentleman’, 
‘rich’ and ‘admirably schooled’ portrays him as a man who is accomplished in various 
areas of his life and is well-rounded.  As such, the reader forms a high impression of the 
character because wealth, education and manners are ways to judge a person by societal 
norms. It seems as though Richard Cory is constructed as one who ‘has it all’, as though 
he is the epitome of perfection. Connotative verbs such as ‘fluttered pulses’ and ‘glittered’ 
reveal the kind of impact Richard Cory has on others and make it seem as though he is 
different and beyond their reach—a celebrity of his time. Hence, a very stark image of 
perfection is imprinted in the reader’s mind.!!
The speaker also sets up a very clear distinction between Richard Cory and in this case, 
‘them’. This serves to further isolate Richard Cory from the common people, as though 
to place him above all others. The poem juxtaposes ‘Richard Cory’ and ‘we’, introducing a 
proper noun against a collective whole, making the difference appear more stark. The use 
of perspective in the poem makes its central character appear alone in his perfection and 
the repetition of the third-person singular personal pronoun ‘he’ serves to emphasise that 
divide. In a way, the usage of ‘he’ presents some vagueness and possibility of 
generalisation such that the ‘he’ is not merely referring to Cory but other men in society 
who find themselves in the wealthy, powerful and admired position of Richard Cory. 
Thus, there is a very clear separation of Richard Cory from the speaker, ‘we’.!!
Yet, by the second stanza, there is a strangeness to Richard Cory that prepares the reader 
for what is to come. Richard Cory ‘was always human when he talked’. The choice of the 
word ‘human’ seems to imply that Richard Cory is too perfect to be seen as human. 
Coupled with the word ‘always’, this seems to hint at a constant state of being that 
embodies the expectations people have of him. The reader gets the sense that Richard 
Cory is too perfect to be true and a feeling that there is a twist to this story coming.!!
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The speaker serves to represent a collective whole and how the public treasures Richard 
Cory—and presumably men like him—as an ideal. They ‘thought he was everything’, ‘to 
make us wish that we were in his place’. Through the underlined phrases, it is clear that 
the speaker is envious of what Cory was and what he had. To them, Richard Cory was the 
model they had to work towards. This then functions as a prelude to the last stanza.!!
The last stanza clearly brings about the ideas mentioned in the introduction and the idea 
of a betrayal. The speaker ‘worked’, ‘waited’ and ‘cursed’. These verbs portray the vivid 
picture of the speaker trying very hard to be like Cory. However, this is in contrast to 
how Richard Cory ‘went home and put a bullet through his head’. the idea of working 
hard is betrayed by the destruction of the speaker’s ideal. The speaker poses very strong 
words to show that it was a choice Richard Cory made to do so. Although hinted before 
in the poem, the suicide presented in the last two lines comes as a shock to the reader as 
this is  meant to mimick certain real life suicides where people would kill themselves for 
reasons unknown to the people around them, when their lives seemed perfect in the eyes 
of others. The idea of ‘betrayal’ may seem too bold for the situation in the poem but it is 
not so. The speaker believed in an ideal Richard Cory but becomes betrayed as this ideal 
crumbles and destroys itself. It makes their struggle and hardship seem like a joke.!!
Richard Cory may have taken on dual identities and his suicide seems to be expected or 
planned. The poem begins with ‘Richard Cory went down town’ and ends with ‘went 
home’. The words ‘town’ and ‘home’ indicate the public and private spheres, introducing 
a possibility that the identity of Richard Cory is different in both. Perhaps this is a slight 
hint to the cause of his death but the juxtaposition of these two words and how they are 
situated at the end is interesting. It seems to signify that the poem took one whole round 
to finish, like a story. Also, the phrase ‘one calm summer night’ seems to describe an 
ordinary setting, which then makes his death more poignant. Death is generally 
associated with cold or perhaps winter but the fact that it was a ‘calm summer’ seems to 
go against the reader’s assumptions, making the death all the more shocking.!!
Throughout the poem, the tone is kept constant. The usage of rhyme makes the poem 
appear conversational, perhaps even child-like at times, as though the speaker is dictating 
a nursery-rhyme or story. The simple end-rhymes in the alternate ABAB rhyme scheme 
contribute to this effect. This is seen in words such as ‘town’ and ‘crown’, along with ‘him’ 
and ‘slim’. The words put in dashes in the third stanza ‘-yes richer than a king’ makes the 
reader feel as though the speaker is answering our questions. This adds to the playful, 
casual style of the poem. Even with the abrupt end to the poem, the speaker’s tone 
remains unchanged, perhaps indicating shock or disconnection from the sudden suicide.!!

Justina Lim!
1T05 2012!!
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On ‘Interludes III’ !
Karl Shapiro’s poem presents the beauty of natural life embodied in an insect. The 
elevated style of the poem shown in the use of end rhymes and the flowing rhythm urges 
the reader to realise the intricate beauty and sanctity of life even in the smallest of life 
forms, such as an insect. Reading the poem, one realises how the beauty of a minuscule 
insect far outstrips that of anything which mankind’s creativity can give birth.!!
The poem does not immediately begin with the speaker’s realisation, but instead sets the 
reader up for it against the backdrop of the speaker’s utter disregard for the beauty of the 
insect and carelessly crushes it, too engrossed in trying to find splendour in his own 
literary creation. However, this nonchalance soon dissipates when he perceives the sheer 
natural gorgeousness of ‘A bit of wing’. The use of line fragmentation in separating ‘A bit 
of wing’ from the rest of the sentence gives the reader an idea of how a minor realisation 
of a tiny thing leads to a profound realisation.!!
As the persona begins to comprehend the resplendence of the insect, he realises that any 
beauty in his literary work utterly pales in comparison. When he comprehends how 
‘exquisite’ a ‘thing’ the insect’s form is, he is crushingly humbled in acknowledging that it 
‘scorned the grossness of the thing I wrote’. The speaker’s choice of the word ‘grossness’ 
shocks the readers in showing them his humiliation, for they likely perceive his writing to 
be a beautiful ‘thing’ of paramount importance to the speaker. The irony of how he was 
once so absorbed in his own ‘exquisite’ creation that he carelessly kills the insect and 
describes the act in so flippant a fashion, yet is so beholden by the insect, is shown in the 
double use of the word ‘thing’. The first mention of ‘thing’ refers to an element of 
splendour in the insect, while the second ‘thing’, by contrast, refers to his writing, 
dismissed — despised even — now as a ‘thing’ far less significant than the first. This 
prompts the reader to find out what was of such great beauty in the insect that it reverses 
the speaker’s perception of what he considers valuable.!!
The speaker expounds the glory of the insect’s life even further by comparing it to a 
‘mountain goat’ and its leg to a ‘frail eyelash’. The metaphor of an eyelash conveys the 
idea of delicate, fleeting beauty in minuscule detail. In contrast to this, the simile of the 
mountain goat, which is a far larger, more majestic animal, implies that the insect’s tiny 
body has more grandeur that it can contain. The paradoxical comparisons made to the 
insect carr y the idea that it was glorious and vastly magnificent even in its 
diminutiveness, inspiring the reader to realise this beauty as well. Furthermore, the 
speaker’s voice is introduced in stanzas 3 and 4, adding a personal touch to show how 
convicted he is of the insect’s splendour. The way the speaker regretfully and mournfully 
cries ‘A life–why beautiful, why dead!’ reminds the reader of a lamentation of a mourner 
at a funeral, thus evoking sympathy for the speaker in realising the value of the insect’s  
life too late. the speaker’s choice of emphasising the uniqueness of the insect’s life further 
reiterates the notion that all life is sacred, and should be esteemed and mourned for in 
passing just as much as a human life would be.!!
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The speaker concludes with affirming his declaration that the insect epitomises beauty 
and the sanctity of life. The poem ends with a description of the insect having once ‘held 
itself most dear’. The statement that that it held itself close to him implies that he did 
not initially seek to esteem or praise the insect, but that its majesty was so overwhelming 
that he had no choice but to comprehend it. The irony of this inspires in readers both a 
sympathy for the speaker’s regret in killing the insect and also an intrigue in imagining 
that the insect was so glorious in converting the speaker from nonchalance to penitent 
awe.!!
The poem contains four stanzas, each with three lines, but the final stanza contains only 
two lines. The end rhyme of the first and third lines match, while the end rhyme of the 
second line in each stanza is carried forward into the first and third of the next stanza 
until it reaches the final stanza, a couplet. For example, ‘wing’ in the first stanza rhymes 
with ‘thing’ and ‘sting’ in the second, creating a flow that mirrors the speaker’s 
comprehension of the insect’s beauty and the rising course of his remorse at killing it. 
The last stanza presents the resolution of the speaker’s reflection, signified by the use of 
the rhyming pair ‘dear’ and ‘tear’, of the sacredness of the insect’s short life (‘dear’) and his 
own emotional outpouring upon its death (‘tear’).!!
The notion of progression from indifference to reverence is also seen in the end-rhymes. 
The first set of end rhymes, ‘nail’ and ‘frail’ convey the trivial and ephemeral nature of the 
insect’s life. However, the next set of end rhymes, ‘wing’, ‘thing’ and ‘sting’ connote the 
idea of something more tangible and salient, especially since the word ‘sting’ implies pain. 
The third of the rhymes, ‘mote’, ‘wrote’ and ‘goat’ progress further by carrying the 
concept of the insect’s greatness even in its delicate minuteness, juxtaposed against the 
speaker’s writing. The profoundness of realisation culminates into horror as it dawns on 
the speaker that he has destroyed something of great beauty, implied in the fourth rhyme 
set of ‘said’, ‘head’ and ‘dead’, reflecting the sombre, mournful sweeping over someone 
important. Finally, the final rhyme set of ‘fear’, ‘dear’ and ‘tear’ bring resolution to the 
poem in the form of penitent sorrow, as the speaker, and reader, accept that nature’s 
beauty in the things we take for granted greatly surpasses anything which man can create, 
ironically, in spite of our absorption with trying to bring forth beauty through our artistic 
endeavours.!!

Lim Hui Ming Sarah!
1T02 2013!!
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On ‘My prime of youth is but a frost of cares…’ !
Chidiock Tichborne’s poem describes the folly of not living a life fully, until it is too late 
to do so. The poem, written in the first-person point of view, is an introspective account 
of the persona bitterly lamenting his wasted youth which he describes as a ‘spring’ that 
‘hath not (yet) sprung’. It has now turned into a ‘frost of cares’, where his ‘feast of joy’ or 
his youth has now become a ‘dish of pain’. This juxtaposing of images, seen throughout 
the poem, presents to the reader a stark contrast of how painful and weary life becomes 
as we age, and therefore evokes our sympathy for the persona.!!
In the first stanza, the pattern of juxtaposition entails the imagery of nature and 
agriculture set against the imagery of pain and suffering. For example, ‘prime of youth’ is 
juxtaposed to ‘frost of cares’ and similarly ‘crop of corn’ is juxtaposed to ‘field of tares’. 
The imagery of nature and crops symbolises youth as something that is exuberant and 
lively, yet his life is described with the imagery of pain and suffering, signifying the stark 
contrast between youth and old age because ageing is to the persona, a long, arduous 
process which gives nothing but pain.!!
As the persona later elaborates in the first stanza, ‘the day is gone’ but he has yet to see 
the ‘sun’. We see the persona lamenting his wasted youth which he describes as ‘good’ 
being in ‘vain’, which makes us the readers feel that youth gives us fleeting joy but it is all 
in ‘vain’ as ageing is an inevitable, painful part of life. We again see juxtaposition 
employed in the second stanza, yet of a different nature, as the persona describes his 
youth or his ‘spring’ as ‘past’ but however it ‘hath not sprung’, or ‘his youth is gone’ but 
yet he considers himself ‘young’. Now, we see rich irony in the persona’s words, as we 
begin to feel that the persona is regretting his chance to live his life in a fulfilling way, 
because it is too late for him to do. Truly, every stanza ends with the line ‘And now I live, 
and now my life is done’ which emphasises to us, the reader, the scope of his regret for 
not living his life when he had the chance, and again evokes our sympathy.!!
In the last stanza, the persona again uses juxtaposition rich in irony. The persona shows 
us that he feels that his fate was already ‘pre-destined’ as he ‘sought’ his ‘death’ and 
‘found’ it in his ‘womb’ and he ‘trode the earth’ and ‘knew’ that it his ‘tomb’. The ironic 
contrast in images symbolises life like ‘earth’ and ‘womb’ in opposition to ‘tomb’ and 
‘death’, again emphasising how the persona laments that he has not lived his life, even to 
the extent where he uses hyperbole to describe his death as beginning from the ‘womb’. 
This exaggeration evokes a sense of sorrow from the reader because we sympathise with 
the persona’s bitter fate.!!
The persona’s tone gradually shifts from the first stanza to the third, as in the first stanza, 
he bitterly derides ageing as being a ‘dish of pain’ from his glorious youth which he 
perceives as a ‘feast of joy’. However, we see the shifting of his tone from the first stanza 
to that of sorrow and regret in the second stanza, as he laments his wasted youth as one 
in which he ‘saw the world’ and yet he ‘was not seen’, showing us how insignificant he 
feels and how much he mourns the fact that he had not lived his life though now his ‘life 
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is done’. Finally, we see his tone shift to one of finality and resignation, in the third 
stanza, as if he accepts his bitter fate and believes that his ‘death’ had begun right from 
the ‘womb’, which triggers sympathy as we feel sorry for the persona’s misery and folly.!!
The mood in the poem is one of graveness and sombreness, enhanced by the caesurae 
employed by the poet to create a plodding rhythm which makes us stop and reflect on 
the persona’s feelings and emotions in every line. The repetition of the line, ‘And now I 
live, and now my life is done’ serves to remind us of the persona’s regret and emphasises 
to us that we should not take our youth for granted.!!
Though the poem is one of regret, lamentation and sorrow, I believe that the message 
that the poet is trying to convey is one of hope because it ultimately serves to remind us 
that unlike the persona, our lives are not ‘done’: we should not take our youth for granted 
and live our own ‘spring’, to rejoice in our ‘feast of joy’, and be thankful for our ‘crop of 
corn’. We should live before it is too late to do so.!!

Juiee Malekar!
1T07 2013!
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